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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the IDA research effort in FY 1985

in investigatinq the feasibility of developing a y-ray laser.
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PREFACE

In January 1985, Dr. James A. Ionson, the Director of the

Science and Technology Directorate of SDIO asked the research

staff at IDA to investigate the feasibility of developing a

gamma-ray laser. The staff responded with a two-part investi-

gation. The first part consisted of determining the extent of

work that had been done, who was currently working in the field,

and what work should be encouraged or supported. The second

part involved the study of specific aspects to clarify important

critical issues concerning the various pumping schemes that sur-

faced at the workshop as well as the gamma-ray laser system as

a working device.

The first part of the program was addressed by convening

an assembly consisting of research workers directly involved in

gamma-ray laser work and others involved in ancillary fields

such as nuclear structure, radiation propagation in crystals,

M~ssbauer Effect, and optical lasers. The proceedings of the

workshop are being released as a separate document. The

attendees at that workshop included most of the people who

later submitted detailed proposals to the Innovative Science

and Technology Office in areas of research related to the

development of a gamma-ray laser.

The second part of the program resulted in this report,

which comprises ten papers. Each is an independent study re-

lated to a specific pumping scheme, such as the search for a

candidate nucleus for that scheme; or is related to a specific

effect common to all schemes, such as superradiance. In this

report our goal is to address those problems on which all cur-

rent schemes are pegged, and the search for new innovative

schemes. The work is continuing.

vii
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SUMMARY

A. INTRODUCTION

Because of its potential impact upon the SDI, the IST

Gamma-Ray Laser Program was designated an IST Special Project

by Dr. James A. lonson. In January, 1985, as an important

aspect of this project, Dr. Ionson asked the IDA research staff

to undertake an overall investigation to determine the current

status of gamma-ray laser technology and to initiate an effort

to investigate the feasibility of developing a gamma-ray laser.

IDA responded with a two-pronged effort. First, the research

staff hosted a Gamma-Ray Laser Workshop on 21-22 May, 1985 and f

then published the proceedings of that workshop. Collaterally,

the IDA staff undertook a series of studies that either high-

lighted and delved more deeply into critical issues emerging #

from the workshop, or involved independent examinations of'O

gamma-ray laser research that others were not addressing. This

report constitutes a major part of that work for FY 85.

B. THE WORKSHOP

1. Background

Since the invention of the ammonia laser in 1954, there

has been an ongoing search for new and novel sources of coherent

radiation. The drive has been motivated by both basic research V
and the anticipated potential applications. A concomitant has .

been a move in the direction of ever-shorter wavelength or ever-

higher photon energy. This means either using the interaction

of charged particles with man-made periodic structures as in the

Free-Electron Laser, or using transitions between electronic

S-1
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auantum states in heavy atoms deprived of their inner electrons

or between nuclear Quantum states of the atom. The latter

could, in principle, make available photon energies ranging from

a fraction of a keV to several MeV. These photons could, in

principle, lead to very intense beams of coherent radiation

whose short wavelengths would permit greater penetration of

matter than is possible with current laser sources. With that

penetration would come the ability to deposit energy deeper

into a target. Also, the shorter wavelength would produce

diffraction phenomena that could enable the scanning of objects

with resolutions heretofore unachievable. However, there was a

problem -- the emission of these energetic photons produced a

nuclear recoil that Doppler-shifted the photon energies outside

the narrow bandwidths of the well-defined nuclear levels. The

discovery of the M6ssbauer Effect in 1958 resolved this problem

and led to speculation here and abroad about the prospects of a

nuclear-based laser.

2. Results of the Workshop

The IST/IDA Gamma-Ray Laser Workshop, held in May 1985,

was attended by about 30 people, including leading U.S. workers

in the field, experts in ancillary fields having an impact on

the graser (gamma-ray laser), and SDI and IDA personnel. The

outcome of the workshop is discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. In

brief, the discussions and findings of the workshop fall into

two categories. The first covers general recuirements for and

probable characteristics of a graser. The second includes five

general pumping schemes described by the speakers.

The following aeneral conclusions are in the first cate-

gory:

1. The graser will probably be a crystalline rod contain-

inm nuclei whose energy levels include the lasinq pair.

The dimensions will probably be of the order of a few

centimeters lona, by a few microns in diameter.

s-2



2. The Mdssbauer* Effect will be essential.

3. The Campbell-Borrmann Effect** will probably be essen- "3
tial for reducing nonresonant absorption.

4. The graser emission will, most likely, have to be

superradiant.

5. A good nuclear data base, compatible with the needs

of the various pumping schemes will be essential.

Among the five schemes presented at the workshop, four

relied on the Mossbauer Effect; one did not use it. The latter

is referred to as the Recoil Laser. All the schemes required

the nuclei to be in a long-lived excited state (i.e., an iso-

meric state). The four schemes were named: (1) Coherent

Upconversion, (2) Incoherent Upconversion or Two-Step Pumping,

(3) Long-Lifetime Gamma-Ray Laser, and (4) Nuclear Interlevel 3

Transfer Driven by Electronic Transitions. Coherent Upconver-

sion immerses the laser rod containing the isomeric nuclei in

an RF (or other coherent) electromagnetic field, which induces "6

a nuclear transition to another nuclear state "dressed" by the

electromagnetic field. The latter is a short-lived state that

decays through a photon cascade to the upper level of the lasing

pair. With Incoherent Upconversion, a flash x-ray source or a

laser is used to excite the isomer by resonant, single-photon

*When a nucleus emits a photon, the energy of that photon is

aenerally downshifted from the transition energy by an amount
that is several orders of magnitude larger than the width of
the level. However, a fraction, f, of the nuclei will trans-
mit the recoil momentum to the entire crystal in which the
nuclei are imbedded. In this case, emission occurs with
essentially the full transition energy. The fraction, f,
increases as the transition energy and temperature decrease
and as the Debye temperature of the crystal increases. This
phenomenon of recoilless emission (and absorption) is called
the Mossbauer Effect.

**The Campbell-Borrmann Effect involves the transmission of
radiation through a crystal when the radiation direction
with respect to certain planes in the lattice coincides with
a Bragg diffraction angle. In such cases the absorption of
that radiation by the atomic electrons can be strongly
diminished.
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absorption to the short-lived state. The rest of the scheme is
the same as the first. The difficulty in having the isomer

itself as the upper level is that its long lifetime corresnonds

to a very narrow width, and the natural inhomogeneities of theV

crystalline environment cause broadening effects which areatly

exceed this width, thereby destroyina the stimulation resonance.

The Long-Lifetime Laser scheme used nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) techniques to reduce the width-broadening effects by

several orders of magnitude and permit the isomer to release

its stored energy as laser radiation. In the Interlevel

Transfer Scheme, an optical laser is used for single or multi-

photon exc:tation of an atom. Then one or more virtual photons

transfer this excitation energy from the electrons to the

nucleus and enable a transition from the isomeric state to a

short-'ived state. The latter state is either the upper state

of a lasin pair or is a state which allows a cascade to the

upper state. Finally, the Recoil Laser resembles the Two-Step

(or Incoherent) Pumping Scheme. The isomeric nuclei are in

atoms of a gas. Their thermal motion is reduced to zero ve-

locity by laser cooling techniques. They are then optically

pumped to a lasing or cascading level and lase at a frequency

equal to the resonant frequency downshifted by the Doppler

recoil.

C. TOPICS AND RESULTS

Each chapter that follows is an independent study affec-

tinq either one of the five pumping schemes of Category 2 or

expanding on one of the topics included under Category 1.

Chapter 1 compares the Long-Lifetime and the Coherent and

Incoherent Upconversion Schemes and discusses the issues

that are critical to achievement of lasing in each case.

S-4
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Chapter 2 contains an introduction to the type of nuclear

information available in compilations at national centers.

In addition, a laser grade nuclear data base is established

specifically for the Long-Lifetime Laser Scheme. Over 200

isomers ars identified.

Chapter 3 is a study of the parameters involved in se-

lecting candidates to achieve lasing in the Long-Lifetime

Laser Scheme. These parameters include the effects of

nuclear structure, the host lattice and population in-

version. Approximately 200 isomers aLe studied. Of these,
6 0Co, 9 4Nb, 1 6 5Dy, and 1 1 3 Sn are nuclei that are candidates

with a sufficiently high gain not to require a Campbell-

Borrmann Effect. However, inhomogeneous broadening still

presents a problem.

Chapter 4 discusses the sources of inhomogeneous broaden-

ing of resonances, experimental procedures for narrowing

these resonances, and the times required to do so. This

study shows that the narrowing of the inhomogenously

broadened resonance may be achieved in a time shorter

than the nuclear lifetime.

Chapter 5 analyzes anti-Stokes Raman cross sections in a

generic 18 6Re-like system. The context is the achieving

of lasing in the Incoherent Upconversion Scheme, in which
1 8 6Re is frequently given as the prime candidate. Given

the most likely nuclear parameters, it is shown that un-

realistically high photon fluxes are required to achieve 0

gain.

Chapter 6 deals with a theoretical study of the nuclear

structure of 1 8 6Re which is a prominent candidate in the

Incoherent Upconversion Scheme. The approximate positions

%
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of the nuclear levels are determined from a systematic

study of well known related nuclei. The spacing between

the isomeric and upper cascading levels is shown to be

an order of magnitude greater than previously assumed.

Chapter 7 proposes an innovative Mdssbauer scattering

experiment that would unambiguously resolve disagreements

in interpretina the results of an experiment that is

cited as evidence in support of the Coherent Upconversion

Scheme.

Chapter 8 proposes an experimental procedure based on

bakina a sample to populate any nuclear states that may

exist within a few electronvolts of any known isomer.

Such information is important for both the Coherent

Upconversion and the Two-Step Schemes.

Chapter 9 examines the differences in the semi-classical

and the Dicke theories of superradiance and discusses

recent experimental results in light of these differences.

Chapter 10 examines the possibility of lasing from a rela-

tivistic beam of nuclei in an excited state where deexci-

tation with recoil is permitted. This study is an exten-

sion of the Recoil Scheme, and shows that the current

status of accelerator technology is not at a point where

a recoil araser is feasible.

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The development of a y-ray laser reauires a close collabo-

ration of workers in nuclear structure solid-state physics, -

M6ssbauer spectroscopy, y-ray optics, and materials science.

This report describes the research performed at IDA in support

of some of the concept§ for developing an y-ray laser. The
Ile
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work initiated in this report shows that extensive research has

yet to he done for each proposed scheme to establish its feasi-

bility. In general:

1. The data base established and specialized to serve the

needs of the long lifetime scheme must be extended to

include portions devoted to the specific needs of the

other major schemes.

2. Theoretical techniques, such as the systematics study

of the structure of 1 8 6 Re, and experimental techniques,

*such as the thermodynamic one of Chapter VIII, must be

used to supplement the nuclear data base where poten-

tially promising candidates are characterized by cri-

tical gaps in knowledge.

3. Where possible, experiments must be performed to re-

solve issues that are critical to establishinq the

feasibility of a major scheme such as the experiment

proposed in Chapter VII to establish whether or not

certain nuclear states are being "dressed" by the

electromagnetic field.

4. Unusual schemes, such as the Recoil Laser, which are

not ruled out by physics (but which, due to the

present state of technology, are currently not feasi-

ble) should continue to be pursued.

Specifically:

1. For the upconversion concepts we found that unrealis-

tic fluxes (1030 photons/cm 2 , even without considera-

tion of the shielding by atomic electrons) were re-

auired to invert 18 6 Re, the only candidate so far

proposed. Better candidates have to be identified if

this concept is to be seriously considered. Multi-

photon upconversion, the "dressed state concept" or

coherent upconversion ideas have to be checked with

calculations based on the properties of real isomers.

S-7
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2. The idea of promoting nuclear transitions through the

excitation of the atomic electron cloud is innovative

and intriguing. The coupling mechanism between the

electrons and nuclei has to be investigated to deter-

mine whether the electrons can initiate and mediate

energy transfer.* This concept is presented in

Chapter I, but not evaluated in detail. The transfer

mechanism has to be examined in future work to deter-

mine its viability. -

3. For the line-narrowing concept, we found four candi-

date isomers (60Co, 9 4Nb, 16 5Dy, ll3Sn) which could

lase if neutron fluxes of 10 17 cm- 2sec -1 were available

for inversion and the expected inhomogeneous broad-

ening of the lines in these isomers could be reduced

to about ten times the natural line widths. With

Borrmann Effect reduction of the electronic absorption

or enhanced coupling of electromagnetic radiation to

the nuclei, these requirements on the line narrowing

could be reduced. This is the only concept for which

real candidates have been identified and all the

lasing requirements examined.

4. In this report, we have also discussed the concept of

Dicke superradiance because a superradiant pulse is

the most likely mechanism for the emission process in

all the lasing schemes. Further work in superradiance

has to be directed to the effects of nuclear character-

istics, of recoilless transitions (Mbssbauer Effect),

wavelengths shorter than interatomic spacings, in- ,

homogeneous broadening of lines, and long lifetimes

(isomers).

*Transfer between an isomeric level and a lasing level.

S-8



I. ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF GAMMA-RAY LASERS
* USING LONG-LIVED NUCLEAR ISOMERS

Gamma rays have many important applications because of

their short wavelengths, high penetrating power, and ability to.I

* ionize atoms and molecules. Grasers, or y-ray lasers, which

would provide intense, controllable, and directable coherent

sources of such radiation, in which phase as well as intensity

have significance, would have a revolutionary impact on most

C. fields where both y-rays and x-rays are used already or where

extensions into this ranqe are desirable.

The extension of lasers or coherent sources of radiation

into the nuclear regime is important because nuclei and nuclear

* resonance transitions have unigue properties not characteristic

of atomic or molecular transitions.

The characteristics include:

* High transition energies (short wavelengths)

* * High energy definition (narrow linewidths)

* Existence of long-lived isomeric levels

These three characteristics are summarized as follows:

(1) Nuclear resonant transitions range in energy from

CT tens to millions of eV. These energies are generally

orders of magnitude higher than energies of atomic transi-

tions even though there is some overlap. Conventional

x-ray lasers are being developed that operate in the high

( ultraviolet region of the spectrum; there are no proposed

systems to extend the range of x-ray lasers into the 10 key

or higher energy region. The latter region is expected to

be at the lower end of the operating range of y-ray lasers.

In general, higher energy radiation penetrates deeper into

materials.

.A1



(2) The high-energy resolution of nuclear resonant tran-

sitions showing the Mossbauer Effect (10-8 eV and narrower

linewidth) coupled with the high intensities expected from

gamma-ray lasers would be revolutionary in the field of

nuclear spectroscopy.

(3) The existence of long-lived nuclear isomeric levels

with lifetimes on the order of seconds to years would per-

mit the manufacture of isomeric crystals with weaker beams

or fluxes than are required for short wavelength x-ray

lasers. Also, energy could be stored for a time on the

order of the isomeric lifetime, thereby making the concept

of a "nuclear battery" realizable. With the gamma-ray

laser there would be a capability of storing energy in the

amount of 109 J/cm 3 , which exceeds energy storage in liauid

fuels or conventional batteries by several orders of maqni-

tude (104 to 105).

Although the y-ray laser has not been developed yet, some

technical problems have been identified and solutions are being

sought in various ways. (See for example, Refs. 2 and 3.)

In particular, the possible use of long-lived M6ssbauer

isotopes (lifetimes > 1 sec) for y-ray laser development has

attracted considerable attention because of:

" The reduced requirement on pumping power for the

inversion (a function of the long pumping time),

" The possibility of storing energy for a long time

(on the order of the lifetime) in the inverted

state, and

" The possibility of delayed externally controlled

energy release. %

The major problem with using long-lived isomeric transi- 6

tions in y-ray laser development is inhomoqeneous hroadeninj

resulting from slightly different environments at different

nuclei sites. This broadening has been observed with all ""

Mossbauer isotopes but is particularly devastatina to the

2
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resonance phenomena with the ultra-narrow natural linewidths

associated with the long-lived isomeric transitions.

Inhomogenous broadening destroys resonance between nuclei

in a crystal and prevents the observation of the M6ssbauer

Effect in long-lived isomeric transitions. In what follows

we discuss four approaches to the solution of this problem.

The first approach uses line narrowing by external fields

to restore resonance and promote stimulated emission. Two

other approaches use additional high flux radiation to promote

the system through a direct nuclear - electromagnetic field

interaction either to a nearby short-lived nuclear level or to

a "dressed state" of the system which could then be stimulated

to make a transition to the ground state. The fourth approach

would use high flux laser radiation (or other means) to excite

the atomic electrons, which in the process of deexcitation

would excite nuclear transitions from the isomeric to the

nearby lasing level.

The four procedures are compared in Fig. 1. In all cases,

the first step is to prepare a long-lived nuclear state, which

is on the order of 10 to 100 keV above the ground state, through

neutron capture or some other mechanism. In the line-narrowing

scheme, Fig. l(a) suppression of inhomogeneous broadening by

pulsed RF techniques is used to restore resonance between nuclei

and induce emission of laser radiation. Such RF techniques are

being used routinely in high resolution nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) work but have not been applied to Mbssbauer isotopes

yet.

The two direct-transfer techniques use a second, short

wavelength, intense pulse to promote the nucleus from the ini- IL

tial long-lived inhomogenously broadened level with energy Ee

to another near-lying but short-lived state. This new state

could be either naturally occurring and accessible by optical

or x-ray lasers as shown in Fig. l(b), or a "dressed state"

resulting from intense coherent excitation by an EM field as
.3
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FIGURE 1. Four concepts for employing long-lived isomers
in the development of y-ray lasers. In all four cases,step 1 is the inversion and step 3 the stimulated emission.

Intermediate step 2, which deals with the line-broadenino ,problem, is different for each case. Step 2 involves, in JI

case (a), line-narrowinq and restoration of resonance
through RF technio~ups, in case (b) incoherent direct elec-tromagnetic (EM) pumCinA of near-lyin short-lived level,

in case (c) coherent direct (EM) preparation of a dressedv.
nucearstate, and in case (d) atomic excitation and subse-

- uent nuclear pumi-in(5 by energyj transfer t .roujh the inter-
action of the nuclear electrons. 
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shown in Fig. 1(c). The required nearby states have not been

observed experimentally yet, although their existence is ex-

pected on the basis of theoretical models. It has also been

reported that "dressed states" involving nuclear Zeeman levels

can be prepared with available radio frequency (RF) fields

(see Ref. 4).* In the fourth technique (Fig. l(d)), upcon-

version is accomplished by electron-nuclear energy transfer.

CRITICAL ISSUES

The key problems associated with the four concepts de- 0

scribed above are summarized in this subsection. The concepts

identified at the workshop** and the critical issues specific

to the implementation of each concept are as follows:

1. Line-narrowing of isomeric transition widths by RF

pulses

* Existence of long-lived or stable isotopes for

manufacturing isomers

* Suppression of inhomogeneous broadening in

Mossbauer nuclei by RF pulses
* Preparation of pure, defect-free host crystals

with substitutionally implanted isomers A.

* Meeting all threshold conditions for lasing

2. Incoherent Upconversion

* Existence of nuclear levels within nhw of a

known isomer (w = frequency of coherent radia-

tion source) 0

* Preparation of dressed states with coherent

radiation

* Preparation of host crystal, including isomeric

nuclei 0

* Meetinq all threshold conditions for lasing

*Results are controversial. Most people in the field believe

the experimental results are due to a magnetostrictive
effect.

**IST/IDA Gamma-Ray Laser Workshop, IDA May 20-21, 1985,
Proceedings published as an IDA Memorandum Report (Ref. 1).
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3. Upconversion by optical or x-ray photons

* Existence of nuclear levels within optical or

x-ray energies of the isomeric level (missing

nuclear data)

o Availability of pumping power to achieve

inversion of isomeric nuclei

0 Preparation of host crystals, including isomeric

nuclei

* Meeting all threshold conditions for lasing

4. Nuclear interlevel transfer by electronic transitions

0 Existence of proposed mechanisms and measure-

ments of associated rates

0 Existence of suitable nuclear levels compatible

with associated electronic pumping transitions

* Suitable laser pumping sources

* Meeting all threshold conditions for lasing

There are other critical issues associated with population

inversion, energy release, and transport of radiation out of the £

medium--all of which are common to the four concepts. In par-

ticular, the use of the Borrmann effect for promoting selected

transitions and reducing the linear extinction coefficient may

be essential to all the concepts. Furthermore, the oreparation 4

of an active medium containing the recuired isotope in a struc-

turally suitable condition (with a high recoilless fraction and

other desirable properties which do not appreciably deteriorate

during lasing) is essential to the four concepts. These prob-

lems must ultimately be addressed in a complete systems approach

to the development of the laser.

R4
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II. SEARCH FOR NUCLEAR LEVELS FOR GAMMA-RAY LASER

A. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a gamma-ray laser extends the laser princi-

ple into the wavelengths of nuclear gamma rays. In such a

laser, the lasing transition is a photon emitted in the decay

of a nuclear level. A summary of the Proposed schemes, their

problems and advantages, has been set forth by Baldwin et al.

among others (Ref. 1).

In orders of magnitude, the nuclear transitions cover the

energy range of 10 to 106 eV. The useful range of a nuclear

laser, however, will probably be in the range of 10 to 100 keV,

a wavelength of about 10- 8 to 10- 9 cm. Transitions having an

energy of the order of 10 keV or lower will preferentially

decay by means other than photon emission, while transitions

with energy much greater than 100 keV will cause difficulties

with the laser design.

All the proposed schemes for a gamma-ray laser have one

thin in common--they all involve a nucleus with a metastable

excited state, i.e., a nuclear isomer. In some schemes, this is

the state from which the lasing gamma ray is emitted. The gamma-

ray leaves the nucleus either in its ground state or in another

excited state. Other schemes use the metastable or isomeric r
state as a storage level from which the nucleus is "pumped" by

some means or other to a lasina state. Again, after emittinq

the lasing transition the nucleus is left in sither the Ground

state or another excited state. Figure 2 illustrates the two

processes.

-7
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or State orPu in

-[ Ground State

a b

FIGURE 2. Enerqy-Level Diagrams Demonstrating Two
Generic Lasing Schemes

Another feature common to all the proposed schemes is that

they deal with hypothetical nuclei. It is therefore obvious

that the first step in investiqatinq the merits of the various

schemes is to survey the field of known nuclei and to use the

properties of real nuclei in the calculations. To do that, the

available information on nuclear structure must be thoroughly

explored to locate the levels which best aualify for these pro-

cesses.

This chapter is a compilation of information on nuclei

with properties which best fit the requirements set forth by

the proposed laser schemes.

B. NUCLEAR INFORMATION

The foremost source of information on nuclear structure is

the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC). The data evaluation

and compilation for this orqanization is done by The Interna-

tional Network for Nuclear Structure Data Evaluation. The manu-

scripts are reviewed and edited by the Nuclear Data Project and

published in the journal Nuclear Data Sheets, by Academic Press, 5,

New York, NY. The NNDC also maintains computer files of the

Re
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published information. Also compiled and published by NNDC in

S "Nuclear Data Sheets" are lists of references complete with

keywords of articles published since the latest compilation on

a particular nucleus was issued. This last feature is impor-

tant, since, on the average, these evaluated compilations are

* updated every 6 to 8 years.

The information on nuclear structure is always a svnthe- I

sized body of knowledge deduced from a large collection of data

obtained from many different types of experiments. Much of this

* information is indirect, interpreted in the light of theoretical

expectations, current nuclear models, and nuclear systematics.

For this reason, it is important to be aware of and to under-

stand on what theories, models, or systematics the values one
ruses are based.

One can assign four different confidence levels to the

evaluated information in "Nuclear Data Sheets":

1. Adopted Values. These are the numerical values for

* nuclear properties adopted by compilers, and form the

bases of their adopted level scheme. The compilers

have evaluated all experimental data relevant to this

nucleus, plus the relevant theories and nuclear sys-

tematics in order to reach their conclusions.

2. Compiled Data. These are the actual published re-

sults from which some nuclear level--or transition-- WA

property has been deduced. Or, it is information

which suggests other levels or properties but for

which not enough information is known to consider the

data confirmed.

3. Unassigned Data. Data or information which was

available to the compilers, hut which did not fit

into the adopted level scheme. The existence of un-

assigned data is a very likely indication that the

proposed level scheme is incomplete.

9
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4. Recent References. These contain references to

original publications published since the latest

compilation on this particular nucleus was issued.

Depending on the type of nuclear information one is seeking,

one may stop at the Adopted Data, or go on to a search through

the Recent References. If one is looking for long-lived, low-

energy nuclear isomers, one can quite confidently stop with the

Adopted Data. A listing of nuclear levels with certain half-

lives from the computer tapes of NNDC will accomplish the goal.

If only an approximate value for the level energy and half-life

is needed, one may stop there. If one wants to be sure that

one has the latest and best values for the energy and half-life,

a survey of Recent References will complete the search. If,

however, one is interested in more involved features of the

level scheme, such as transition probabilities, multipolarities,

or conversion coefficients, in most cases the Adopted Data is

not enough. In this event, a manual search of the Compiled Data

and perhaps even the Unassigned D3ta, can be more fruitful and

efficient than a computer search.

Another type of search through the compiled and unassined

data in these compilations can he useful; that is the search for

missing levels. If one suspects, either from theory, or from j

svstematics, that a particular nuclear level has been missed,

the unassigned data can sometimes be used either to support the

possible existence, or nonexistence, of such a level.

In addition to the evaluated compilations produced by the

NNDC, the most notable other compilation is the "Table of

Isotopes" prepared at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University

of California, Berkeley, and published by John Wiley & Sons,

New York, NY. This compilation, which is issued periodically -

(every 6 to 8 years), offers compactness at the expense of

completeness. It generally presents the Adopted Data from the

"Nuclear Data Sheets" updated with more recent information con-

sidered significant by the compilers.

10
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C. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE %

There are a number of nuclear [roperties whose values are -.

crucial to the success of a y-ray laser. Figure 3 shows a

nuclear level scheme with standard representations.

-E I E

T1/2

J7 1  ^f2  E

jE T 1 2

A z

FIGURE 3. Nuclear Level Scheme Demonstrating Use of Symbols

for Nuclear Transitions as Used in the Text

uS

The following is a brief description of these properties

and the definitions of symbols used to denote them. A nucleus

is defined by its atomic number, Z (element name) and by its

Mass number, A. •

The level scheme of a nucleus, showing a sequence of energy

levels, is generally deduced from a self-consistent arranqement

of observed nuclear transitions (B-, y, a+, c). The nuclear I
reaction experiments [N(x,y)M where N and M are nuclei and x

and y the incident and ejected particle, respectively] do give .%

a direct energy spectrum of nuclear levels, but generally do

not have the resolution necessary to give the detail obtainable

from nuclear transition experiments.

%1
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A nuclear level can undergo spontaneous decay to a system

with lower energy in many ways:

a -decay to a nucleus A- 4 (Z-2)

a- -decay to a nucleus A(Z+l)

e electron capture to a nucleus A(Z-I)

a+  positron emission to a nucleus A(Z-1)

gamma-transitions within the nucleus.

Sometimes the term "gamma-ray" refers to the photons

alone; sometimes it is used to indicate the total

transition of this energy, and includes both photons

and internal conversion electrons. It is therefore

important to know exactly what is meant by the term
"gamma-ray" especially where intensities are con-

cerned.

Nuclear levels are described by the following properties:

E Energy, measured from ground state of the nucleus.

Generally deduced from transition energies.

T1/2 Half-life. Sometimes meanlife, T, defined by

T = Tl/ 2/in2

is found more useful. From meanlife the level width,

r, can be found

r = h/T.

Since most nuclear levels decay by more than one

mode,

r total = ri.
4i [

The half-life is usually obtained by measuring the

half-life of a transition and is therefore level-

scheme dependent.

12
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Jn Spin and parity of the level. (Spin = total angular

momentum of the level.) Some spins of lonaer-lived --
nuclear levels have been measured directly. Most

spins and all parity assignments, however, are in-

directly deduced from transition properties, re-

action data, and the level scheme. A "Summary of

Basis for Spin and Parity Assianments" is published 41

in the beginning of each issue of the journal

Nuclear Data Sheets, outlining the spin assignment

arguments which can be considered "strong" and

those which are considered "weak."

In addition, nuclear levels can be described by their magnetic

moments and by other, model-dependent, angular-momentum guantum

numbers.

Nuclear transitions, y-rays, are described by the following

properties:

E Energy, measured directly.

T1/2 Half-life is experimentally measured by either:

(a) following the decay of the transition, in which

case the half-life is actually that of the

level, or

(b) by photon transition probability measurements

which lead to the partial half-life of the

photon.

l/Tl/ 2 (level) = /Tl/ 2 (i)

where i denotes all modes of decay.

The half-life of an electromagnetic transition

can also be estimated theoretically using the

well-known Weisskopf single-particle estimate:

'L )3-4L\ 2 [(2L+l)!!] 2  16.42L+1
TI/ 2w(E) = 10

L+1 A2 L/3  \E(MeV)

TI/2w(M) =3.255 A2/ 3 T /2w(E)

f.%

13
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for nuclear radius 1.2A1/ 3 x 10-13 cm. E and M

refer to electric and magnetic multipole transi-

tions, respectively.

Although transitions in real nuclei are seldom

pure single-particle transitions, it has been

found that the Weisskopf estimate can give a

useful order-of-magnitude estimate for the vari-

ous L values. (For comparison of the Weisskopf

estimate with empirical data, see "Summary of

Bases for Spin and Parity Assignments," found

in the Introduction to each issue of the Nuclear

Data Sheets.)

Branching ratio--sometimes denoted by 8 and defined as the

ratio of the particular transition in question to

total decay of the level. If one deals with the decay

of an isomer, %IT is often quoted. This is the per-

cent of total decay of this level proceeding within

the nucleus, i.e., percent of isomeric transition.

In the level scheme in Fig. 3, this is then the frac-

tion of the decay proceeding through the gamma transi-

tions (photons and conversion electrons)

%IT = (Nyl1 + Ncel + NY 2 + Nce2)/(All decay from level) x 100.

Obtained from measured intensities and level scheme.

Gamma-ray multipolarity, A--A gives information about the

angular momentum, L, carried away by The transition

and about the relative parities of the L o states

involved. The selection rule governing ai ,lar

momentum change is:

LJi - Jf 1. L <IJi + Jfj

V

14
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The transition can be either electric (E) or maonetic

(M), depending on whether or not the nuclear states

involved have the same or opposite parity. The rules

for parity change are:

Electric transition Ar = (-i) L

Magnetic transition Aw = (-i)L+l

The following table gives the multipolarities for the .\ d

various angular momentum and parity chanoes:

L 2~1

+1 -1

1 Ml El

2 E2 M2

3 M3 P,3

4 E4 M4

_a'.%5 M5 E5

The highest multipolarity observed has L = 5.

Since the transition probability is stronoly depend-

ent on L (see Weisskopf estimate, above), the transi-

tions tend to be of the lowest order possible, i.e.,

L = IJi - JfJ. Two major exceptions to this are: S

(1) some transitions where strongly enhanced E2 com-

petes with Ml (for example, the transitions within

rotational and vibrational bands in deformed nuclei);

and (2) transitions where Ji = Jf- Here Ji - Jf = 0, *.%aa

and since L = 0 photons do not exist, the L = I

photons are competing with the L = 0 internal con- I
version transition. If Ji = Jf = 0, then the only

isomeric transition possible has L = 0, and the decay

15
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can only go by internal conversion for E < 2me and by

internal conversion and pair production if E > 2 me.

The multipolarity is generally deduced from internal

conversion coefficients and ratios. It can also be

deduced from spins and parities of the levels in-

volved. However, in that case the assumption is made

that the transition is of pure multipolarity, and

this may or may not be true. "

Internal conversion coefficient a is defined by
I

a = Nce/Nphoton

The transition can be converted in any of the atomic

shells which contain electrons. Thus,

atotal = aK + aLl + aL2 + aL3 + aMI + etc.

The conversion coefficients are obtained from the

experimental relative intensities of the conversion

electron lines and photons. Since the photons and

conversion electrons cannot be measured in the same

experiment, a calibration of some sort is always

involved in the measurement of as. The ratios aK/aL,

aLl/aL2, etc., however, can be measured directly.

Theoretically, the internal conversion process is a

many-body, model-dependent problem involving the

nucleus and all the atomic electrons. Various cal- n

culations have been carried out, and the results have

been tabulated. These results show that, in general,

the internal conversion coefficients (1) increase

with increasing Z, (2) increase with increasing L, VA

(3) decrease with increasing E, and (4) and the

magnetic transitions have larger conversion coeffi-

cients than the electric transitions of same L.

16



Photon intensity, Iy.

*Althouqh the relative photon intensity is a directly

measured quantity, the absolute intensity of photons

per decay of level depends on the level scheme and

other above-mentioned quantities.

*Thus the photon intensity (Iphoton) for a transition

is qiven by

Iphoton = Itransition/(l + a)

*or

Iphoton = [6/(l + a)] Itransition

where 8 = branchinp ratio.

D. COMPILATIONS

As pointed out in the Introduction, all laser schemes re-

quire the existence of a nuclear metastable level, an isomer.

UThe two types of schemes, however, require isomers with differ-

ent properties. Therefore, the compilation is prepared in two

parts: subsection E forms the data base for laser schemes

shown in FiQ. 2(a).

E. SELECTED ISOMERIC TRANSITIONS

The Table of Selected Isomeric Transitions (Table 1) was

prepared in three steps. Each step resulted in a separate

compilation, providin a startinq point for any necessary addi-

tions and/or refinements. The three steps are as follows:

Step 1: Identification and selection of isomers*

Step 2: Collection of nuclear information*

Step 3: Compilation of data--Table 1 Selected Isomeric

Transitions.

*This compilation not included here because of its size.
It is on file at IDA.

17
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The definitions, policies, and symbols used in the Nuclear

Data Sheets are followed throughout this work.

1. Scope

This compilation includes all known isomers which have a

half-life (level) > 0.1 seconds, a de-exciting y-ray with

energy < 300 keV, and for which the branching ratio and multi-

polarity of this transition are known, or can be estimated.

References 5 through 10 were used as sources for this ".-.-

compilation.

F. EXPLANATION OF TABLE

The table lists 199 isomers with 215 transitions and was

prepared from information, described in step 2, Section E

(p. 17). The primary sources for the data and the policies

for selection of this information are explained in the intro-

ductions to the Appendices.

The following shorthand is used throughout the table:

Powers of ten are expressed in the form E ± x and the uncer-

tainty in the last significant figure(s) is shown following the

number. Thus, 3.12 ± 0.03 x 105 is given as 3.12E + 5 3.

The information in this table falls into five groups:

1. Information on the isomeric state

A, Z, E, J pi, and Tl/ 2--self-explanatory.

2. Information on the final level of the transition

E, J pi, and Tl/ 2--self-explanatory.

3. Isomeric Transition Branching Ratio--IT(%)

This is the percent of branching of this particular

transition (photons + conversion electrons).

4. Gamma-ray properties--Properties of the transition in -

question.

E(keV) Transition Energy.

Occasionally, the energy given in this column does

not agree exactly with the difference between the

23
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energies given for the two nuclear levels involved.

This is understandable, because the energy given here

is the adopted transition energy obtained from gamma-

ray and/or internal conversion electron measurements,

while the adopted level energies are derived values

based on all measurements leading to these particular

levels.

Mult.-Gamma-ray multipolarity.

A mixture of multipolarities is given only if it has

been shown experimentally that the transition is of

mixed multipolarity.

ICC-Internal conversion coefficient Ice/Iy.

The value adopted by the Nuclear Data Sheets is given.

If no value was given in Nuclear Data Sheets, then a

theoretical value was obtained by interpolation from

either Ref. 9 or 10.

Iy(%)-Photon intensity.

Percent of decay of level by photons of this energy.

5. Properties of the parent for the production of the

isomer by neutron capture.

AZ Target for neutron capture

TI/2 Half-life of the target nucleus

a(N,G) Neutron capture cross section

IS+GS In several cases, cross sections are given for

the production of three different isomeric ,

states [i.e., IS(l) + IS(2) + GSI.

,',
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III. STUDY OF THE PHOTON GAIN CONDITION FOR LONG-LIVED
• NUCLEAR ISOMERIC TRANSITIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The proposed methods for making a y-ray laser (Ref. 3 and

• 11) all require the preparation of nuclei in excited states.

Additionally, the proposed concepts require a sufficiently

large cross section for stimulated emission of photons that a

coherent y-ray Pulse is produced. Tooether, these two factors

enter into the threshold condition for lasing discussed by

Baldwin (Ref. 3) and others (Ref. 12 and 13). This threshold

condition is an essential, but not sufficient, requirement

(Ref. 14) in the development of a y-ray laser. We use this

condition to study candidate nuclei. Other requirements co-

cern the temporal evolution of the y-ray pulse.

The difficulties with most y-ray laser schemes are

summarized by Baldwin (Ref. 3). In summary, shorter-lived P%

* nuclear electromaanetic transitions (half-life tl/ 2 ( 1 usec)

demand very stringent pumping requirements to attain the

necessary population inversion. On the other hand, transi-

tions involving longer-lived excited nuclear states (isomers

with tl/ 2 > 1 sec) are more readily pumped to larae Population

inversions. UnfortunatelV, the natural linewidth for resonant

photon absorption is so narrow that inhomoaeneous broadenina

effects lead to prohibitively areat reductions in the resonant

absorption cross section.

In previous reports (Ref. 1), parametric studies of cer-

tain isotopes were undertaken to determine the extent to which

physical conditions had to be controlled to obtain a positive

laser gain. The effects of inhomoqeneous line broadening and

25
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some details of the pumpina reauirements were particularly

addressed. However, for the isotopes identified and studied,

the internal conversion coefficients were high and prevented

gain, even thouah the other parameters were near favorable.

After a thorough search of isomers, those with the largest gain

coefficients were selected and calculations performed to deter-

mine the conditions reauired for lasing to be feasible.

Anproximately 2600 nuclides have been identified (Ref. 5

throuah 10). The proton numbers (Z) and total nucleon numbers

(A) for these nuclides range in values from Z = 0 to Z = 107

and A = 1 to A = 263, including stable and unstable ground

states, isomers, and fission isomers. Of these nuclides, 279

are stable isotopes of 80 elements. We count 400 excited state

isomers, of which we find around 310 with half-lives greater -[

than one second. Since we are primarily interested in y-rays

with energies less than approximately 100 keV, we limit our

study to 183 of the identified isomers, or 194 actual transi-

tions. We additionally study some hypothetical isomeric tran-

sitions.

B. BACKGROUND: NUCLEAR ISOMERS
The structure of atomic nuclei is basically understood in

terms of the nuclear shell model (Ref. 15). The illustrative

single-particle levels are depicted in Fig. 4. Nuclear states

near closed shells can have significantly differina angular
momentum, which leads to isomers (Ref. 16). Many isomers

originate from other mechanisms, as described in more suitable

models -- we use the convention adopted in the Table of Isotopes,

Ref. 7) in distinguishina the isomers as "isomers" (spin,

shape, etc.) or "fission isomers."

C. THE THRESHOLD CONDITION FOR LASER GAIN

The photon qain condition in a laser is met when the rate

of addition of photons to a radiation mode is greater than the

rate of removal. This condition (Ref. 11 and 14) is expressed as
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NUCLEAR SHELL SEQUENCE -

(NEUTRONS AND PROTONS)

1) 1ORDER 2) SPIN ORBIT COUPLING

do 11o Mev
0 Il/

(14)

p < 1/2 p/

113/2h
C ) f 9/2

7/2

(12) -.

d -h 11 /2 d 3 12

(1) g 7/2  d5/2
(1-)

*~~ 
9_ _ /21

f pi 3/2 5/

3/2 - 28

d5d23/2

d 5/2.

1-20-87-W -11

FICup-r 4. N~uclear shell mooel levels
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ORn* _> Oano , (1)

1

where OR is the cross section at resonance for the radiation-

induced transition, ca is the total non-resonant photon removal

cross section, no is the total atom density, and n* is the

statistically weighted population inversion. Here,

qenq
n* = ne - - , (2)

gq

where ne and ng are the excited state and lower state nuclear

number densities, respectively; qe and q. are the spin decen-

eracies of the excited and lower nuclear states. It is conven-

ient to introduce a coefficient u (cm- I ) which includes all

photon loss terms due to non-nuclear effects. The gain coeffi-

cient, K, is defined as

K = aRn* -i (3)

The gain coefficient can be positive or negative. For lasing

to occur, K must be positive. The loss coefficient 1 is, in a

simple approximation, a product of Ue, the linear extinction

coefficient, and the laser operating mode M. The Quantity M

is discussed by Trammell and Hannon (Ref. 17). Balko and

Wasylkiwskyj (Ref. 11) point out that for steady state opera-

tion M=l, for pulsed operation M=21, and in the Dicke super-

radiator mode M = ln (n*V), where V is the active volume of

participating nuclei.

We consider the Schawlow-Townes threshold condition in this

study. That is, we restrict ourselves to eg. (3). We intend

to further address superradiant pulse formation in future work.

In ea. (3) the resonance cross section aR is given by

2TrX 2 B fg /
(l+c))(l+a ) r q
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where the terms are defined as follows:

X is the nominal wavelength of the emitted photon divided

by 2 w

a is the internal conversion coefficient

a is the branching ratio for the nuclear decay of in-

terest

ry is the natural radiation linewidth of the nuclear tran-

sition energy Eo
r. is the natural radiation linewidth of the ground state

a is the inhomoqeneous line-broadening factor. This line

broadening is due to various effects, such as hyperfine

electric monopole interactions (isomer shift), magnetic

dipole interactions (Zeeman-shift), and electric quadru-

pole interactions due to electric field gradients.

These and other contributors to inhomogeneous broadening

are discussed in Ref. 3, 11, 12, and 14.

f the recoilless fraction, is given by:

e -3R 2 iwT 21 (5
___ l+-(--) .( 5 ) :f e x p '23+ -,( -

(2keff / 3 eef f

This factor gives the fractional number of photons per

decay emitted and absorbed without loss of energy to

the lattice. The quantity R is the recoil energy of

the nucleus, Oeff is the effective Debye temperature of

the solid and T is the absolute equilibrium temperature

of the system.

g is a coupling factor of the nuclei to the radiation

mode.

The linear extinction coefficient Pe = cano, where aa is

the cross section for non-resonant photon absorption or scat-

tering. Photon absorption or scattering occurs due to the

photoelectric, Compton, and pair production processes.
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As will be seen, on the nuclear level (unlike the atomic

level) the gain due to stimulated emission of photons is about

six to nine orders oF magnitude smaller than the loss of pho-

tons, (aRn*/Ue 10-6 - 10-9). Therefore, under usual condi-

tions, lasinq is strongly inhibited. Special conditions and

nuclear transitions with specific and unusual characteristics

are required to obtain lasinq. Actual nuclei are examined in

Subsection D.

D. THRESHOLD GAINS (uRn*) FOR ISOMERIC TRANSITIONS

Equation (3) of the previous section can be used to exam-

ine the properties of real nuclei. Since many parameters enter

into eq. (3), such a study could be quite extensive. We con-

sider here the ordering of isomeric transitions in terms of the

positive part of the gain term, aRn*. Nuclear data was ob-

tained from Ref. 5 throuqh 10. The types of data obtained from

these sources is listed below. For a detailed discussion refer

to A. Artna-Cohen, Chapter II.

* Excited state energy (keV)

* Excited state half-life (s)

* Excited state spin (integral or half inteqral quantum

number)

* Lower state energy (keV)

* Lower state half-life (s)

0 Lower state spin (integral or half intearal quantum

number)

• Branching ratio (ratio of decay rates)

* Internal conversion coefficient (ratio of e/y)

* Approximate thermal neutron absorption cross section

(barns)

The specific nuclei which are examined comprise the iso-

meric transitions listed in Table 2. Isomers other than those

listed have y-ray energies greater than 100 keY. We do not

study these latter transitions here. Some transitions with

energies qreater than or near 100 keV are included as examples. /
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We now discuss particular aspects of the data which we use.

Where known, experimental values for internal conversion co-

efficients are used. In some cases, estimates using Ref. 6

and 9 are used in analyzing partial experimental data. In

cases where no experimental data are known, we estimate the

internal conversion coefficients solely from theoretical curves.

The recoilless fraction is discussed in Ref. 3. The Debye

temperatures used are listed in Table 3; we assume elemental

forms in all cases (Ref. 18 and 19). For elements showing

allotropy we list the higher of the Debye temperatures. For S

the elements whose Debye temperatures were not found, we as-

sumed a Debye temperature of 300K. In the overall analysis,

this assumption applies to the metals Sc, Y, Tc, Po, Pu, Am,

Es, and rare earth metals, excluding Gd. For the general

survey, we assume an equilibrium temperature of 10K, which is

quite low relative to typical metallic Debye temperatures. As

seen from eq. (5), the recoilless fraction is less sensitive

to the exact Debye temperature at low equilibrium temperatures.

For small doping concentrations, the effective Debye tem-

perature is approximated by:

8eff OH  (6)

The mass of the isomer in all cases is taken to be the integral

atomic mass number (MI). Here MH and 8H are the host mass and

Debye temperature, respectively. Density and mass data for

elements of terrestrial isotopic composition were obtained from

Ref. 20. This density information is used in calculating effec-

tive Debye temperatures in doped crystalline materials. Thus,

for dopings of the isomer in natural hosts of terrestrial iso-

topic abundance, very small shifts in Oeff are insiqnificant

with respect to expected errors in 8ef f , so that the computed

recoilless fractions are applicable even to high population

inversions.
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TABLE 3. DEBYE TEMPERATURES

Element Debye Temp. Atomic Wt. Atomic Number
(°K)

Be 1100 9 4
Ne 150 24 11
K 100 40 19
Rh 385 104 45
Co 385 60 27
Ag 215 108 47 C'

Cd 172 110 48 1

Ne 63 20 10
Ar 85 40 18
Kr 63 83.8 36
Xe 55 131.3 54

Li 277 6.94 3
Rb 58 85.4 37
Cs 42 132.9 55 Ile
Cu 304 63.5 29 1.
Au 155 197 79
Cc 220 40.1 20
Sr 148 87.6 38
Be 115 137.4 56
Al 375 27 13
Th 145 232 90
C 1600 12 6
Si 505 26.1 14
Ge 211 72.6 32
Sn 260 118.7 50
Pb 68 207.2 62
V 300 51 23
Nb 252 92.9 41
To 230 181 73
N 66 14 7
Cr 405 52 24 ,
Mo 360 96 42 .1
W 270 183.9 74

(continued)
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TABLE 3. DEBYE TEMPERATURES (Continued)

Element Debye Temp. Atomic Wt. Atomic Number
(oK) 

*4j

Mn 350 54.9 25
Fe 355 55.9 26
Ni 375 5a.7 28
Pd 263 106.4 46 -< N

Ir 265 192.2 77
Pt 225 195.I 78
He 2a.4 4.003 2
H 105 1.006 I
Mg 290 24.3 12
Zn 200 65.4 30
Hg 37 200.6 80
La 132 13a.9 57
Gd 152 157.3 64
U 200 236. 1 92
B 1250 1O.6 5
Ga 125 69.7 31 -,..
In 76 114.6 49
Ti 96 204.4 61
Ti 342 47.9 22
Zr 250 91.2 40
Hf 213 176.5 72
Sn 163 116.7 50
As 224 74.9 33
Sb 140 121.6 51
1i 62 209 83

0 91 16 a
Se 135 79 34
Te 120 127.6 52
Re 275 166.2 75
CI 115 35.5 17
Br 110 79.9 35
I 106 126.9 53
Ru 400 101.1 44
Os 250 190.2 76
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The recoil energy used is given by the expression:

R = (5.32x10-4 )Eo2/M in eV (7)

for E0 in keV and M in atomic mass units (Ref. 3). The opera-

ting mode has no effect on the positive qain terms discussed in

this section. Other operating modes affect the photon loss

term discussed in Subsection E.

The linear extinction coefficient is found using the empiri-

cal relations (Ref. 3):

0CS = 0.658 Z exp [-2.95x0 -3 EO ]  barns (8)

for the Compton scattering cross section, and 1.

aph = a4Eo - 3 "0  barns (9)

for the photoelectric cross section. Here < is approximately

8.5 for EK < E0 , 0.7 for EL < E0 < EK, and 0.115 for E0 < EL

where EK and EL are the electron K and L shell-binding energies. %

These latter binding energies are approximately given by:

EK = 9.67 (Z/30) 2 .1 6  keV (10)

and ',

EL = 1.18 (Z/30)2 .6  keV. (11)

(Pair production does not contribute at energies below 1.02

MeV.) '

In the first analysis of the 196 candidate isomers we '-

choose to fix the population inversion at 100 percent (n ne).

In Subsection F we evaluate n from neutron pumpina kinetics. '

We fix the initial equilibrium temperature at 10 K. The
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temperature dependence is further discussed in Subsection E.

We vary the inhomogeneous broadeninq parameter a from 1 to 1010

in our study--a significant range of inhomopeneous line broad-
",

ening. The ordering in the inhomogeneous line-broadening par-

ameter a does not affect the identification of the top isomer

candidates, since the a dependence enters as a simple l/(l+a)

factor in the positive gain term [see ea. (4)]. For neutron

pumping calculations (Subsection F) we use the one-neutron ab-

sorption cross section a for the production of the isomer from

the nuclide having one less neutron. This value is the average 0

thermal neutron absorption cross section. Such neutron cross

sections are further discussed in Ref. 16. For unrecorded

cross secLions, we assume a value of one barn, which is a con-

servative estimate.

The top isomers in natural hosts are listed in Table 4.

Of these isomers, 10 5Rh and 19 21r are discussed by Balko (Ref.

10). Of the 18 isomers listed, 7 have naturally occurrina A

precursors with 4 having large notable neutron absorption cross 0

sections (> 10 barns). It is interesting to find one of these

four, 6 0Co, at the top of the list. Only one isomer, 16 5Dy,

has an averaqe neutron absorption cross section (as defined in

Ref. 16) greater than 1000 barns (1700 barns). If one incor-

porates the candidate isomer in a 1:100 number ratio in a.

natural Be host, the maximum attainable population inversion "

decreases, although the marked improvement in effective Debye

temperature increases the number of candidate isomeric nuclei. S

In such cases, the recoilless fraction approaches 1.0. These

isomers are listed in Table 5.

E. PARAMETERS REOUIRED FOR A POSITIVE GAIN CONDITION IN REAL
NUCLEI

A positive laser aain coefficient, K = aRn*-u, is a neces-

sary but insufficient condition for operation of a y-ray laser.

This coefficient can be computed as a function of the tempera-

ture T and the inhomogeneous line-broadening parameter a. These
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TABLE 4. ISOMERS IN NATURAL HOSTS

*6OCo27 1 82m1Ta73

t 126m2Sb51 96Rh45

58Co27 113 Ag 47

1O5Rh45 *165Dy66

11lAq47 96Tc43

1O3Rh45 *124Sb51

1O9Aq47 l71Lu7l

1O7Aq47 *113Sn50

*94Nb4l *1921r77 N

*Indicates isomers with naturally occurring precursors.
tThe symbols ml and m2 denote metastable states in nuclei
having more than one iso-'r.

TABLE 5: ISOMERS IN Be HOST

t 126m2Sb51 13Rh45

*6OCo27 68Cu29

79Se34 *94Nb4l

lO9Aq47 *124Sb51

107Aq47 *165Dy66

828r35 ll3Aq47

l11Ag47 * 82mlTa73

58Co27 *113Sn50

778r35 96Tc43

*Indicates isomer has natural1v nccurrina nrecursor.
tThe symhols ml and m2 thpnoto rnetstah1o state-, in nuclpi
having mor., than one isr~mer.%

V* %
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are two of the key physical parameters affecting the threshold

* operating region where lasing action could conceivably occur.

In view a of Figs. 5 through 12, we show results from the

analysis of seven isotopes of choice, and one hypothetical iso-

tope corresponding to a long-lived 
5 7 Fe isomeric state with :%

* half-life 1000 sec and neutron absorption cross section of 1000

barns. We plot logl0 (aRn*) versus loqlo(a) for temperatures of

10 K and 100 K and for values of logl0a from 1 to 10. In these

figures, the horizontal axis intersects the vertical axis at

* loql0 . Thus, the region of the graph above the horizontal axis

and below the plotted curve represents combinations of a and T

for which we find a net positive laser gain. Recall that

U = UeM. Clearly, any chanqe in U only adjusts the positioning

of the horizontal axis. The details of the operating modes

will be further studied in an ongoing investigation.

Another set of plots, Fiqs. 13 through 20, depicts the

effects of including the isomer of choice in a Be substrate.

* Temperature plays a less important role due to the increased

effective Debye temperature. Thus, although the gain is re-

duced because of the smaller population inversion, the gain

curves are less temperature-sensitive. The possibility exists

* for improving the value of U over its calculated value; for

example, through the use of the Borrmann effect. Consequently,

we display plots (view b of Figs. 5 through 12) with U = 0.1 Pa.

F. DYNAMICS OF POPULATION INVERSION

The previous calculations all represent a simple treatment

of threshold conditions in a laser. We now consider a calcula-

tion of the flux of neutrons necessary to prepare a sufficient

population inversion of the isomeric state to obtain a positive

gain coefficient. The followinq approach is used to compute

the number of precursor nuclei (ni), the number of isomeric

nuclei (ne), and the number of lower state nuclei (n.). We

assume the level system shown in Fig. 21. The precursor
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nuclei (i) with neutron absorption cross section a are pumped h

by a neutron flux *, yieldina nuclei (e) in excited isomeric

states. These nuclei decay at the spontaneous rate X, to the

state (q). In most cases, (g) is the ground state, if so, its

spontaneous decay rate X . In general, the decay rate X

is non-zero.

neutrons no

ni fng -

.'4%

ni

Schematic of Neutron Pumping

FIGURE 21. Schematic of Neutron Pumpinq -

-.

In this model, ne + n i + nq + nj = N, where N is the total num-

ber of nuclei per cubic centimeter, initially in state (i). The

number densities of all states of interest are then aiven by: I:

ni(t) N.

OaN -a't -Xt."

ne(t) - e -e"
( -a,)5

I

J-p



(YoN e - e

g ( (12)

+ e
(Ag-ac) (Ag-A) ".

In this simple picture, a is an average thermal neutron

absorption cross section (cm 2 , 1 barn = 10-24 cm 2 ), is an •

appropriate neutron flux (neutrons/cm2-sec), A is the decay

rate (sec - 1) of the isomeric state (prior to any pulse), and X

is the decay rate (sec -1 ) of the lower state.

Using this dynamic model we compute the population in-

version n* and from it estimate the energy available in a

y-ray pulse. For this purpose we approximate:

Eout = EoV(n* - J/aR) , (13)

where n*GR-W > 0, as assumed in Ref. (11) and Subsection E, and

and the volume V is fixed at 1 cm3 . The results for the best . -

isomeric candidates are shown in Figs. 22 through 30. These

figures present the time- and flux-dependent available enerqy

for chosen inhomogeneous line-broadeninq parameters and total .

extinction lengths. Note that current reactor designers are

aiming for a flux of 1018 cm 2/sec with fluxes of 1016 cm2/sec

presently available (personal communication, R.D. Cheverton,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory) .,."

G. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of a systematic investigation of known proper-

ties of real nuclei and their properties, the "best" lona-lived

isomeric Y-ray laser candidates were identified. Lasing, even
%'.with the best candidates, reguires stressing physical conditions.

The analysis of doped substrates indicates that doping increases

the number of available candidates, but decreases the magnitude

of the positive laser nain term. For the best isomer, the
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FIGURE 22. The loq of the available energy output [loq (kJ/cm
3 ] -i

as a function of Dumpinq time [loa (seconds)] for various

neutron fluxes (neuts/cm2 -ec) for the case of 57 Fe*26.
57 Fe*26 is a hypothetical nuclear isotope with all the

properties of 7Fe, except that its lifetime is assumed to be

1000 sec and the thermal neutron cross section 1000 barns.

In part (a), the empirical linear extinction coefficient 
for

iron, is assumed. In part (b), results are shown for a linear

extinction coe'ficient improved by a factor of one hundred.
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In view (b), an improvement of 100 on the linear extinctionS
coefficient is assumed. This is currently tile 'jest Ion-
lived isomer candidate.
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neutron fluxes if the neutron absorption cross section is
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(a) and (b). Such neutron absorption cross sections are i
typical of some other isotopes.
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FIGURE 25. The effects of increasing the inhomogeneous line- .-

broadening by a factor of ten from 10 to 100 are depicted
here; where otherwise all parameters are the same as Fig.
23(a). The applicable gain curve is given in Fig. 6(b), in
which it is seen that for a = 100 a positive gain coefficient 0
is still seen.
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maximum permissible value of the inhomogeneous line-broadening

parameter which will give a net positive laser gain condition

is approximately 102. If the linear extinction coefficient is A

improved by a factor of 102, then the inhomogeneous line

broadening parameter can be as great as 104. The parameters

associated with the best nucleus found (6 0Co) are: M3 transition,

628 sec half-life, and a = 48.3; for an odd-odd nucleus--close

to the ideal parameters suggested for the most successful y-ray

laser candidate (Ref. 3 and 11).

The laser gain condition is one basic requirement for la-

sing to occur. It is clearly useful in a first examination of

y-ray laser prospects involving real nuclei. The critical im-

provement needed for a positive gain condition appears to be the
C elimination of inhomogeneous line broadening--the nemesis of

the long-lived isomer lasing concept. We are currently attemp- I.

ting to determine the extent of this problem. One additional

question ir.volves the time evolution of a y-ray pulse and the

time required to eliminate inhomogeneous line broadening. This

problem concerns fundamental uncertainty relationships and the

rate at which the superradiant pulse evolves. The possibility
*.%

of eliminating inhomogeneous line broadening by radio-frequency

electromagnetic pulses also exists. We intend to pursue both

the duration and the radio frequency pulse questions.

Other y-ray laser concepts have been proposed in addition

to the long-lived isomer concept. The alternative picture of a

Dicke super-radiator can also be addressed. Our summary of

properties of nuclear isomeric states is of use in pursuing a

study of these other concepts.

In conclusion, we report on the identification of those

real isomers having the best computed gain conditions. Having

identified these real nuclear levels, we describe the magnitudes

of improvement required in certain physical parameters to

achieve the lasing regime in the long-lived isomer concept, b
both under static threshold conditions and dynamic neutron
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oumPin conditions. Many simplifying assumptions were noted.

Line narrowing and temporal problems remain. This study serves

to highliqht the difficulties associated with the long-lived

isomer concept. Shorter lived isomeric transitions or pumped

isomer concepts (Chapter V) may provide more attractive schemes.

We are pursuinq such analyses.
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IV. LINE NARROWING OF INHOMOGENEOUSLY BROADENED

ISOMERIC LEVELS

A. INTRODUCTION 
No

One concept for producing a y-ray laser is predicated on

the ability to narrow inhomogeneously broadened nuclear reson-

ance lines in an isomeric crystal, i.e., a crystal containing

nuclei in an isomeric state. The narrowing has to be done in

this crystal until resonance between levels destroyed by in-

homogeneous broadening is recovered and threshold is achieved

(Chapter III). The technique proposed for eliminatinq the ef-

fects of nuclear dipole-dipole interaction, a major contributor

to the inhomogeneous broadening, is a well-known RF pulsing

technique used in high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy (Ref. 21) and shown to be applicable to

M6ssbauer spectroscopy (Ref. 22). Such techniques have been

used to reduce the inhomogeneous broadening in NMR work by up

to four orders of magnitude (Ref. 3). 0

It has been argued by other authors also in (Ref. 3) that -.

time on the order of a lifetime of the nuclear isomeric state

is required to achieve the desired narrowing, i.e., bring the

effective linewidth close to the natural nuclear linewidth. It

is claimed that the time required for any narrowing is at least

as long as the inverse of the linewidth achieved, no matter

what mechanism is used, and reference is made to the time

frequency complementarity principle (Ref. 3, 23).

The author has determined that the nuclear lifetime is

irrelevant and certainly not a bounding parameter in such

methods, as far as the time required for line narrowing is con-

cerned. Thus, to narrow an inhomogeneously broadened line and •

bring it close to the natural linewidth does not require time
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on the order of a nuclear lifetime. In fact, the limitation is

instrumental and not basic. Furthermore, under appropriate

conditions one may not need to narrow the line close to the

natural linewidth to achieve threshold, as discussed in Chapter

III.

1. Inhomogeneous Broadening and Its Effect on M6ssbauer

Experiments

The interaction between a source and an absorber in a

Mossbauer experiment can be described in terms of an emission -

line and an absorption cross section. If the source and ab-

sorber are stationary, and a detector is located as shown in

Fia. 31, then

SOURCE ABSORBER DETECTOR

FIGURE 31. Mbssbauer Transmission Experimental Geometry

the detected loss in the total photon count, ID, during the

time interval t2 - t because of the presence of the absorber

is given by

t2  +o

ID  f dt f Is(E,Es,f s ) aa(E,Ea,fa) dE , (12)

t 1  -

where -e
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(r /2)2 fS -Iis(E,Es,f s )  = Io  (13) % 'e(E - Es)2 (rs/2) 2  (13

s/.

N V

is the same count rate per energy interval dE,

and -

(ra/2 2  a

oa(E,Eafa) = ao (E E(14) a. +(aE-E)2+(a2(14

is the cross section for absorption of a photon of enerqy E.

2 2 1e + 1 1JO

o (15)
2! 2 1 q + I 1 + a 9

The other parameters are defined as follows:

is the flux of photons from the source per cm2/sec,

in the direction of the detector. It is assumed in

equation (11) that the integration time is short enouah

that Io can be taken as constant.

rs, ra are the natural linewidths of the source and

absorber emissions, respectively.

fs, fa are the recoilless fractions of the source and

absorber emissions, respectively, and are strong func-

tions of temperature.

Es, Ea are resonance enerqies of the source and absorber

nuclei, respectively.
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With Ie and Ig, the nuclear spin quantum number of the excited

and ground states, a is the internal conversion coefficient

of the transition, and X the nominal wavelength of the y-ray.

Figure 32 is a schematic representation of these parameters.

The integral over energy given in eq. (12) is represented by

the shaded region in the figure.

/ a

I.

FIGURE 32. Resonance condition for source and absorber

The usual way of performinq M6ssbauer experiments is de-

F

nicted in Fiq. 31. One moves the source at predetermined veloc- .

ities and counts the number of transmitted y-photons throuqh

I

the absorber. The velocity of the source effectively doppler '

shifts the energy of the emitted photons to Es + v Est where v J

cI

Sthe source velocity and c the speed of light in vacuum. In .,

--i wav a M~ssbauer transmission spectrum is qenerated to ob- ,

: nfo)rmation about the nuclear electromaonetic interactions.
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There are other ways of moving the resonances apart in a

controlled fashion. One can introduce (1) external DC magnetic

fields to shift the resonances; (2) vary the temperature of the

samples and thus affect changes in far fsp and to a much smaller

extent, Es and Ea (second-order doppler shift); or (3) use RF

fields to produce zero-order shifts in the energy of the nuclear

levels and mix the nuclear states (produce dressed states of

nuclei), as suggested by Collins et al. (Ref. 24).

If the absorber were composed of nuclei subjected to the

same external fields at the same temperature, the result of the

experiment would be essentially as described in eq. (12). The

signal strength would be a function of the number of participa-

ting nuclei obtained by multiplying the result of eq. (12) by

the number of nuclei in the path of the beam, or Pa x T x A,

where p is the nuclear density in the absorber, T is the thick-
ness of the absorber, and A the area of the absorber illuminated J

by the beam. This assumes no multiple scattering in the absorber

and a thin sample, so that there would be no modification of the

beam as it traverses the absorber (effects already well studied 4

by other investigators) (Ref. 25). The actual experimental

conditions are generally quite different. Nuclei imbedded in a

solid host interact with the neighboring atoms and change this

ideal situation drastically. The effect of impurities, crystal

dislocations, and crystal boundaries is to introduce slightly

different fields at nuclei located in different positions in

the lattice and thereby shift the nuclear resonant energies.

Even if the crystal were perfect and we considered only

those nuclei well within the regular structure, so that boundary A
effects were negligible, there would still be a slightly differ- P

ent resonance energy at different lattice sites. The nuclear
Nft.

spin-spin or magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the %,
.% Jb

emitting or absorbing nuclei and their naearest neighbors wouldi

be different due to random orientations of the magnetic moments

of nearest neighbors. This is an inherentLy nuclear _-ttect 0
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if it were possible to eliminate all the solid state and geo-

metrical factors, this interaction would still remain.

The spin-spin interaction energy is given by

2Ul'U2

Ed-d = , (16)
r3

where )I, IU2 are the magnetic moments of the respective nuclei

and r is the distance separating their centers. For 10 7Ag,

this energy has been estimated to be about 10-12 eV (Ref. 26).

Such a weak interaction is not important in experiments with

good M6ssbauer nuclei, such as 57 Fe, which has a natural line-

width of 10- 9 eV. This interaction, however, essentially

destroys resonance between lonq-lived or isomeric nuclei such

as 1 0 7Aq or 10 9 Aq because the effective lineshape for the ab-

sorber and source is now smeared out over energies much larger

than the natural linewidth, which is on the order of 10-17 eV.

Inhomoqeneous broadening of resonance levels is depicted

in Fig. 33, where the resonance condition for a good M6ssbauer

isotope 57 Fe is compared to the resonance condition for a poor

Mossbauer isotope, 107 Aa.* In view a of Fig. 33, the resonances

of the emitting and absorbing nuclei are separated by an energy,

AE, which arises because of the slight difference in the local
.

environment of the two nuclei. The natural linewidth, rn of -f
5 7Fe, is large enough that the overlap region provides a good
resonance effect. On the other hand, as shown in view h of the

figure, for the long-lived isotope with the very narrow natural

line, the environmental difference between the nuclear sites,

which induces the energy shift AE, destroys the resonance con-

dition between emitter and absorber. To properly describe this

situation, eq. (12) has to be rewritten as:

*For the moment, the difference in the recoilless fraction, f,
between the two isotopes is ignored.
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rt2 +cc M

ID= dt dE 7 Is (E,Esi,fs) aa (EEajifa) (17)

t - i1 i=l

with

Esi = Es + eci + Eni

Eaj = Ea + ecj + Enj ,%,

where

eci is the energy shift in the resonance of nucleus i due

to crystal imperfections, impurities, boundary effects,

and gravitational effects,

Eni is the energy shift in the resonance of nucleus i due

to nuclear spin effects from neighboring nuclei.

The average effect of this inhomogeneous line broadening

due to the energy shifts eci and Eni can be approximated by an

effective increase in the linewidth of the source or absorber by

a factor (1 + a) where a is called the inhomogeneous broadening

parameter (Ref. 3, 27). The effect on the threshold condition

for lasing is drastic, because the factor 1 + a multiplies the

linewidth of the nuclei in the lasing medium, thus effectively

reducing the resonance cross section (Refs. 3, 27).

In the line-narrowing concept for developing a y-ray laser

(Ref. 22, 24), it is assumed that (1) the line-broadening terms

due to crystal imperfections and impurities can be substantially

reduced by proper geometry, size, and crystal preparation and

that (2) the nuclear spin interaction term can be reduced by an

appropriate seguence of RF pulses, as in high-energy resolution

NMR. The total magnitude of the recuired effect is dependent

on other isomer characteristics, as discussed in Ref. 27. In

the rest of this paper we assume that condition (1) above can

be met and concentrate only on condition (2) and the reguirement

for the reduction of the dipole-dipole interaction term, eni.
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This term will disappear naturally when either the ground

or excited nuclear states have zero spin, because then either -s
Ul or u2 will be zero. Also, in a totally inverted crystal the

effect of this term will be greatly diminished in the early

stages of pulse evolution because of the relatively small number

of nuclei in the ground state.

2. The Time Required for the Reduction of Inhomoqeneous Line
Broadening

It is very difficult to reduce the inhomccaneous broadenina
0

in the source and absorber composed of lona-lived isomeric

nuclei, and at the same time to measure a M6ssbauer line close

to the natural linewidth in an experiment as denicted in Fia. 31.

Best linewidths measured in this way are on the order of

10-10 eV (Ref. 28). However, to reduce the linewidth ot radia-

ting and absorbing nuclei in the same sample and to measure the

reduction in the total emission from the sample because of in-

creased resonant self-absorption seems to be much less diffi-

cult. This latter approach was taken by Wildner and Gonser

(Ref. 29) and Bezina et al., (Ref. 26) in attempting to observe

the resonance effect in 10 9Ag and 1 0 7Aq, respectively. It is

also this kind of experiment that is more relate& to testinq

the requirements for developing a y-ray laser.

In the operation of a y-ray laser it is not necessary to

measure a narrow nuclear lineshape. This requirement is the

basis for M6ssbauer spectroscopy but is not necessary for the

operation of a y-ray laser. A y-ray laser can be developed

and operated without the measurement of a narrow line. For the

development of a y-ray laser, all that is needed is a hiah

recoilless fraztion and a good resonance condition.

This leads to the second point. With the RF line-narrowing

technique we are not narrowinq the line of an individual nucleus

which is homogeneously broadened. Instead, we are shiftinq the

position of the resonance for an arbitrary emitter-absorber pair

Esi = Es + Eni to Esi = Es by suppressing the dipole-dipole
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coupling. This shift in energy has to be done in a time shorter
hthan FHef7f , where Heff is the interaction Hamiltonian (personal

communication, Douglas Burrum, Bruckner Instruments). For our

case, this can be calculated from eq. 15). This requirement is

similar to that found in the study of line narrowing by time-

dependent hyperfine interactions. For example, it has been de- ,

termined that in order to motionally narrow the Mbssbauer (or

NMR) line by a relaxation mechanism, the relaxation time has to

be much less than the Larmour precession time of the inter-

action (Ref. 30).

Note that these statements make no reference to the nu-

clear lifetime. The nuclear lifetime is related to the natural

linewidth and in this way sets the lower limit on linewidth*

but not the minimum time for the operation of line narrowing.

It is true, however, that the pulsing sequence or any

dynamic line-narrowing mechanism has to be continued for a time

at least as long as the required measurement time or, in the

case of the operation of the y-ray laser, at least as long as

it takes the pulse to be emitted. In the superradiance theory

of pulse emission this time is expected to be much shorter

than the actual lifetime (Ref. 31). Thus, the limitation on

narrowing is not a basic physical limitation but a technological

limitation. Basically, the relevant question is, how lona an

operating time at the required power can the line-narrowinl

apparatus sustain?

Consider for the moment that a linewidth measurement is

essential to the application of the y-ray laser. The relevant

relationship then, is given hy

1

Au W t -

*This statement is not generally true, as lines narrower than

the natural linewidth are expected under special conditions
(see Ref. 25).
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where Aw is the minimum frequency variance that can be measured

in the time At if the signal-to-noise is given by S/N. This

expression is well known amonq radar engineers (Ref. 32). For

S/N = 1 the relationship referred to by other authors is re-

covered.

Most Mossbauer work is done with 1 to 100 mCi sources. If

one wants to measure a linewidth to a resolution of 10- 9 eV in

a time on the order of 10-8 s, at least 1012 photons/s/channel

have to be detected. Whether such a strong source with the re-

quired narrow line can be prepared is a different matter. The

point is that the previous uncertainty principle does not forbid

the measurement.

S. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The inhomogeneous broadening of Mossbauer lines is

due to slightly different resonance energies of dif-

ferent nuclei.

(2) To narrow the M6ssbauer line, the resonant energies

must be shifted so that a larger percentage of them

overlap. This can be done by proper crystal prepara-

tion and a sequence of RF pulses which decouple the

nuclear spins.

(3) The decouplinq of the spins can be done in a time much

much shorter than the nuclear lifetime for lonG-lived

isomeric levels with lifetimes greater than 1 s and

depends on the capabilities of the RF pulse generators.

(4) The measurement of the resulting narrow line close to the

natural linewidth is not a reauirement for the operation

of the y-ray laser.

(5) However, if such a line is to be measured in a time

shorter than the lifetime, the complementarity princi-

plo requires that the siGnal-to-noise ratio in such a

measurement be correspondingly high.
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V. PROSPECTS FOR LASER-INDUCED GAMMA EMISSION

A. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of laser-induced gamma emission from

nuclei has been discussed by others (Ref. 3, 24, 33). In par-

ticular, the anti-Stokes Raman process is discussed in Ref. 33.

Here we additionally consider on- or near-resonant processes in

anticipation of intense high-photon-energy lasers, using an

approach similar to that of Ref. 33. The calculations here are

used to investigate the feasibility of detecting laser-induced

nuclear decays by purring a nuclear isomer. We first calculate

nuclear cross sections pertinent to the problem and then dis-

cuss the evaluation of the lifetimes of the nuclear states. In

the final section, we consider the example of a nucleus similar

to the case of 1 86Re. .%

B. NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS

Consider the schematic energy level diagram of Fig. 34.

State (a) with spin and parity Jara has energy Ea relative to

the state (b). The state (c) differs by a small amount of

energy (typically in the x-ray energy regime or lower) from

state (a). This latter state is the state which is pumped in

the anti-Stokes or resonant case and whose corresponding photon

cross section is of key importance. In general, there can be '

any number of states between level (b) and level (e), depicted

collectively as states (i) in Fig. 34. State (e) is the upper .7

excited state of the lasino transition and state (g) is the S..

ground state.

The photon energy of the pumpina laser is denoted by E; E0

is the energy difference between states (c) and (a). The r
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(c) 3
(a)"__ _ (b)

w (e) I

(g) .

FICUn,: 34. Schematic for gammna emission. State (a) is I
-umed resonantly (or off-resonantly, dashed line) to state
(b) via state (c). Transitions through intermediate states
Ci) occur. Transition (e) to (g) is the lasing transition.
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ttllifetime of the excited state (C) is n-t oa

width is denoted rt = h/Tt. The partial width for the (c) to

(a) electromagnetic transition is re. The absorption cross

section for the (a) to (c) transition is given by:Il

aa,c(E) q Eet (18)
CE 2 _ E2 )2 + E~ 22

t % kX

where q is a degeneracy factor and X is the nominal photon

wavelenqth such that E0 = hc/X. The degeneracy factor

( 2Ja + 1 )/(21c + 1) accounts for angular momentum degen-

eracies. This general result, taken from Ref. 34, has a

different energy dependence than the well-known Lorentzian

lineshape. For near-resonant scattering one obtains the

Lorentzian lineshape energy dependence of the Breit-Wigner

cross section.

X 2 re F t
2 7r (4 (E-E ) 2 + (rt/2) 2  (9

0U

For E << E0 Cin ea. C18);

X2  E2rert
aa,c =- q C (20)

and for E >> Eo in eci. (18);

2S

a7a,c g et(21)
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From Ref. 33 we introduce the partial width for the decay

of state (c) to state (b) as rI . This width is visualized as

the "tail of (c) in the decay to (b)." The complete cross

section for the (a) to (b) transition is then given by:

c rl 2( er0a,b = aa,c - : - e. (22)
t  z 2 4) (E-Eo) 2 + (rt/2)2--

Two items are noted:

1. First, if Eb < Ea the direct decay of state (a) to

state (b) must be suppressed relative to the rate of pump-

ing determined by cc in eq. (22) and the photon flux.
ab

This condition possibly arises when state (a) is a long-

lived isomeric level. In such an instance, we would con-

clude that the states (a) and (b) are joined by an elec- f

tromagnetic transition rate of high multipolarity or

themselves lie very close together in energy. In the
pp

former case, the net sum multipolarities and parity pro-

duct of transitions (a) to (c) and (c) to (b) must equal -

the multipolarity and parity change in the transition of

(a) to (b); in the case of maximum multipolarity, dif-

ference of the spins of the states (a) and (b). In

general, then, large multipolarities also arise in the

(a) to (c) to (b) sequence. Conseauently, the need for a •

hindered transition from (a) to (b) would, in general,

lead to a hindered transition from (a) to (c) to (h). If

we assume single-particle transitions (the Weisskopf

single-particle limit) this will he the case (see Ref. .

35). In the case of many real nuclei, other symmetries or

selection rules will alter the single-particle Weisskopf

picture. Such effects are important and will he discussed

later. A low-energy spacing between state (a) and statp

(b) can also diminish the magnitude of the (a) to (h)

transition, and such cases are also possible. We note
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that single-particle transition rates are useful in

addressinq and understanding the roles that multi- _e

polarities and such energy differences play.

2. Second, the subsequent decay of state (b) to a state ,

(e) is of further interest if (e) decays by a lasinq or

super-radiant transition. As such, it can decay to state

(g) (which, in general, could also he unstable). In such

a scheme the properties of the intermediate states (i) are

critical in analysis of the temporal requirements for

achieving a population inversion.

We can compute the population inversion reauired for 4
a positive laser aain coefficient by assuming that the lifetime-

of the intermediate states are nealiqible with respect to the

lifetime of the state (b). Note that the decay of state (a)

must be included in the computation of the population inversi.n.

The laser qain is defined in more detail later in suhparaira-,-

For convenience, we assume that the basic physics of t e

pumpina and the physics of the lasinn transition are essern 1a!t '.V

separate auestions. We assume that these nrocesqeq 3r- , . -

nouslv described hV the same models descriptive -f i-wer ,'-r:.

processes alreadv observed.

We consider now two limitinc cases of eo. t22 in

description of the pumpinn process. In thp cis pf Pv

scattering, the photon enerqv E is much lpcs than tre tr :

enerqy F, such that IF - E0 1 o and

26C

a b = -- , •-,

2w 4 F,'

as reported in Ref. (33). This lat r -, ,; r

arti-Stokes Raman scatterino cr-s- 5 , -

"0

l .%..0

A J~' A# ~ 'P .~ ~ A '~ d *** ~A*J ~ ~ *. A. A'' ?,d *P*4



approached hy ea. (24), obtained directly from ea. (18) for the

case E << E0 , and similar to ea. (20):

-a~ 24~ (24)

tak inn -1 as the lecay wirith of state (,-) to state- (h). The

treatment of far, o)ff-resonant, anti-Stokes Raman scatterinn

will hne exn)Iqre~ in future w-rk, here we considelr larpjer photon

~"~ 1a,)rh(-t-rn pner- 41es, I-he) r'osonant fluorescent limit

i , reached, whe-n F P- nthiR cs the d1is;tinction hetween

a :in.'t.' rr~ c n,! a se-o-uent ial ahnsorpt ion an1

* ~ e~.'; an~r*~ac~, irt dnt ni v ur r the l.i ft ime of state

~ ~n~ncewken ~ ssoSmall th'at 7- F e andl

- = -- 25

1 1-rl--.

L %4

a..4r-

ft.. le Rfto ,

4.'~n v ft t ftft

(26)

iv tho no-m inaI pho-to-n f roauencv,

w~ i--asumedi t- heP the nucloar rak!ius .
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Convenient units are e2 = 1.44 MeV - fm and Tic = 197 MeV - fm,
where the fine structure constant a = e2/ic.

It is useful to introduce the nuclear radius R for a

"liquid drop" nucleus (Ref. 35) of uniform nucleon density:

R = roAl/3 . Here, A is the nuclear atomic mass and ro is taken

to be 1.2 fm. Noting, in nuclear units, e2 - ro
2 and substitu-

ting the nuclear radius for R in the expression for the electro-

magnetic decay rate, the empirical expression is:

0 (a2 t+l) (E2 1+1) A2 1/3

I/TEL = h4£-, 21 e2 1 (27)

or numerically:

r
(1.28 x 10-4)kE2t+I A2 z/ 3  (28)

rEL = 137

which is the simplest approach taken in single-particle models.

Specific expressions for a select number of electric and mag-

netic transitions are listed in Ref. (16). We will use eg. (28)

for the specific electromagnetic transitions we discuss. Mag-

netic transitions of polarity L are generally as rapid as elec-

tric transitions of polarity t + 1 (see Ref. (16) for details)

and they are predominant for parity change opposite that for

electromagnetic transitions. The single-particle estimate is

only a first approximation.

Many nuclei undergo collective transitions. These tran-

sitions are, for example, collective guadrupole transitions,

rotational transitions, and vibrational transitions. For de-

formed odd or odd-odd nuclei, discussed later, transitions of

particles in deformed wells are treated.

In order to account for deviations from single-particle

rates, we include, crudely, a transition matrix element factor

IM.12 of multipolarity 9 in the expressions for the nuclear

decay widths (r), in the manner of Ref. 33:
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r = rsinqle.particle IM12  (29)

then, in summary:
24. £+9" 22e/3 22/3 22

c A2 (1.28 x 10 - 4 )t Z A 2 ke/ A 2 C/ IM£ 2 Mz£-

aa,b(E) = 2(137i e AM M

2Z +1 22'+1
(Eo) e (E + E )x a

2 2 (0
(E - E) + 1/4 Ft (30)

where le is the multipolarity of the excitation transition,

X' is the multipolarity reflective of the (c) to (b) decay

rate, and r = re + rf.

Here,

- (1.28 x 10-4) ze E 2Ze+l A2Ze/3 iM el2 (31)
(137)

and

rf= (1.28(x 10- - Eb) 2Z '+1 A
2 k-/3IMI2 (32)

The number density NY of y-emittinq states is qiven in

terms of the initial number density N as:

c
NY = Naa,b TL (33)

where TL is the pumping pulse duration, $ is the photon flux,

and aa,b is the pumping cross section.

With this model we examine the basic interrelationships

amonq multipolarities and energy spacings in subsection D.
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General conclusions are drawn concerning tenets worth con-

sidering when searching for appropriate systems in real nuclei.

Subsection E, we examine applications to actual or realistic,

nuclear levels. General conclusions are drawn concerning fea-

tures to consider when searching for suitable systems in real

nuclei.

D. INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG MULTIPOLARITIES AND ENERGY
SPACINGS IN THE SINGLE-PARTICLE APPROXIMATION

This section is devoted exclusively to the identification

and understanding of basic assumptions used on this memorandum.

The emphasis here is on simple, analytical approaches and order

of magnitude calculations to illustrate basic facets of the

interrelationships of three level nuclear systems with on- or

near-resonant photon frequencies. The treatment of far-from-

resonant (low-energy) laser frequencies has been initially re-

ported in Ref. 33 and will be treated in a separate report.

Of concern in this latter problem is the behavior of anti-

Stokes Raman scattering in situations not expected to be well

described by approaches based on the form of eq. (23) in the

previous subsection. Of additional importance are the atomic,

molecular, and crystal inelastic cross sections involving

interactions of such particularly low-energy photons.

The cross section for resonant E = E0 or near-resonant

E - EO photon absorption is determined from eq. (19) as de-
2

scribed there. The term of the form 6rXO in the classical S
photon cross section is interpreted in the quantum-mechanical

2 1 2Je+l
case 4 A0()(TJ-a-+), as applying to a dipole transition,

where Je = 1 and Ja = 0. This approach is suggestive of in-
clusion of spin multiplicities which are evidently absent in

the completely classical approach. On the other hand, nuclear

electromagnetic transition rates are computed in the quantum

mechanical model by averaging over the initial states and

summing over the final states. This approach thus includes the
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total angular momenta in the transition rates. We will assume

this latter approach and retain the general form of eq. (20) as

describing the general (dipole) photon absorption cross section.

This is at the outset identical with the approach of Ref. 33.

The justification for this will be clear shortly.

The decay rates (r) derived in a simple manner in the

previous subsection are simple in two respects: First, they do

not include explicit wavefunction overlaps nor do they include

spin multiplicity factors--even from the viewpoint of single-

particle transitions. Such assumptions lead to more complex

expressions derived in Ref. 35 with the numerical form noted in

Ref. 16. With the exception of a single multiplicative factor,

the analytical form of the expressions (as far as functional

dependence on A or E goes) is identical. The numerical factor

does not significantly differ, for our purposes, from the simple

form of eq. (28). This is because spin multiplets do not play

a major role as far as order-of-magnitude calculations are con-

cerned.

Second, transitions are usually not "single-particle" in

real nuclei. Nuclear transitions are generally quite compli-

cated, often collective, and model-dependent. This is very evi-

dent in the collective quadrupole transitions of deformed rare

earth nuclei in between closed shells. As one example, transi-

tions involving outwardly similar and closely spaced 0+ bandhead

members have drastically different E2 transition rates due to

geometric shape effects (Ref. 37). Here, such collective ef-

fects are included in the "parameter" IMI 2 , which includes the

matrix element and statistical effects. These effects can only

be adequately treated for the specific nuclear transitions of

interest, as will be seen in the example in the next subsection.

Here we consider implications of energy spacing and of multi-

polarities evident in eq. (28), in the general theoretical ap-

proach. Such important considerations need to be highlighted

with respect to searches for y-ray laser candidates.
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State (a) is intended to be a long-lived isomeric level.

Since we prefer (a) to have a hindered decay to state (c) by a

multipolarity we label El", the electric multipolarity of state

(a) to state (b) should be large. This in turn both hinders

decay of (a) to (b) if (b) is lower in energy than (a), or (b)

to (a) if (b) is higher in energy than (a). We thus conclude

that larger At values are preferred in (a) to (c) to (b) transi-

tions so that (a) to (b) transitions have the largest multi-

polarity differences; similarly, low-energy spacings between (a)

and (b) are desirable. These are general, broad statements

probably not applicable to any one specific, real nuclear sys-

tem, but appropriate to the overall picture.

Collective or model-dependent effects are discussed in

Subsection E. A self-consistent matching of energies and

transition rates (such as multipolarity sequences) is an impor-

tant initial consideration in identifying an optimum system.

In the next section we study the example based on a real

nucleus of reported interest.

E. RESONANT X-RAY PHOTON ABSORPTION IN 1 8 6Re--AN EXAMPLE

The nucleus 18 6Re has one of the longest lived isomeric

levels known--a tentative 8+ level at - 150 keV. The level

scheme for 18 6Re is shown in Fig. 35. The rotational bands of

186Re are believed to arise from intrinsic states constructed

from an odd-neutron and odd-proton whose K-projections are found

in accordance with the Nilsson model (Ref. 37). The high level

density predicted with this model arises primarily due to the

large density of orbits available for the odd-neutron. One

description of all low-lying rotational band intrinsic states

is discussed in Ref. 38, which additionally addresses predicted,

approximate energy levels. More quantitative approaches to

the energy levels in 1 8 6Re can be pursued. The state assign-

ments for bands in 1 8 6 Re are very important for estimates of

electromagnetic transition rates.
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FIGURE 35. Nuclear levels in 18 6Re. The low-lying levels
in 18 6Re are depicted in the vicinity of the isomeric
(8+-] level. These levels are expected to he related to
the couplinq of a single odd proton and a single odd
neutron in the Nilsson scheme.
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We consider on-resonant pumping. In this case the photon

energy matches an energy spacing between the 8+ isomeric levef

and some excited state energy level. Preferably a 9- or 7-

level would exist which could be pumped because this would con-

stitute an El transition which could have a large cross section,

as suggested in Ref. 39. Collective effects also play a role

and are included here.

A suitable energy level diagram for 18 6 Re is depicted in

Fig. 36, taken from Ref. 39. This is expected to provide a

good illustrative example for x-ray pumping a nuclear transi-

tion. The only reason we refer to x-ray energies as opposed to

any other photon energies is the particular energy sequences

for the nucleus depicted here. The excited 7- state is pre-

ferred (Ref. 39) over a 9- state since the states of 18 6Re lower

than the 8+ isomer all have angular momentum less than 8. The

mean lifetime of the 7- excited level can first be assumed to

be 5 ps (Ref. 39). The single-particle El transition rate, for

a 36 keV transition width is found to be rEl :-1.4 x 10Q3 eV,

using the Weisskopf-like, single-particle estimate of eq. (28).

This corresponds to a 0.5 ps mean transition lifetime. The

postulated width rf is assumed to be l0-4 eV. In the absence of

any collective effects, we would conclude that the 7- state pre-

dominantly decays back to the 8+ isomeric level. This would

not be too surprising, given the lack of El transitions to lower

lying levels.

Hindrance factors must be considered. These are included

as described in eq. (29). The coupled proton and neutron con-

figurations listed in Ref. 38 are summarized in Table 6. The
Nilsson (Ref. 37), quantum number 9 is the projection of angular

momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis, N is the total number of

harmonic oscillator boson excitations, n3 is the number of axial

boson excitations, A is the quantum number representative of the

cylindrical SU(2) symmetry, K is the intrinsic projection of

angular momentum for an individual nucleon and E is a spin pro-

jection quantum number.
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TABLE 6. NILSSON BANDREAD STATES

185Re Proton States 185W Neutron States 186Re Coupled States

State keV State key State (PQl keV

5/2+[4021 0 3/2-[5121 0 1-(5/2,3/21 0

1/2-[510] 23.6 3-(5/2,1/2} 99.3

9/2-1514] 368.2 7/2-[503] 243.5 8+{5/2,11/21 150

11/2+[6151 197.4 4-{5/2,3/2} 174

9/2+[624] 720 6-{5/2,7/2} 186

9/2-[505] 790 2-{5/2,1/2} 210

5/2-[5121 890 3+{5/2,11/2) 314

1/2-[521] 1007 1-[5/2,7/2) 316

7/2-[5141 1058 (5+){9/2,1/2)1 (330)1

1(3+)f9/2,3/2)} 351.21

I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ I _ _ _ __90_
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FIGURE 36. Pumpinq scheme in the Re-like system. The [8+]

transition is the lasina transition.
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The transition matrix element for the 8+ to 7- electro-

magnetic transition is estimated as follows. The 8+ bandhead

intrinsic state is taken as the coupled configuration of an

= 5/2+ proton and an n = 11/2+ neutron. The proton config-

uration is taken to be 5/2+ (402] and the neutron configura-

tion is 11/2+ [615]. The 7- state has the same proton config-

uration 5/2+ [402] but the neutron configuration is expected

to arise from the Nilsson 9/2- [5051 orbit. The 8+ to 7-

transition is then seen to involve a neutron transition from

11/2+ [615] with E = + 1/2 to the predominant configuration

9/2- [505] with Z = - 1/2. This transition then has the auan-

tum number changes AN = 1, AA = 1 and AP = 0. The selection

rules are summarized in Table 7. For the case here, the An3

and AE selection rules are violated, and the El transition is

hindered. Hindered El transitions are discussed, for example,

in Ref. (37). For qualitative estimates, one expects a reduc-

tion bv approximately 104 in the matrix element and factors of

10 each due to pair correlation effects and Coriolis coupling

(Ref. 37). We assume for further illustration, a hindrance

factor of 106. These numbers are crude; for example, a 105

hindrance can be computed using wavefunctions for a hindered

El transition in 1 5 9Tb (Ref. 37) and the additional 102 hin-

rances are expected, in general, as described here.

With the assumed collective deviations in the transition

matrix element, the resonant absorption cross section is then

computed. Note first that the mean lifetime is now found to

be 1.1 x 10- 7 seconds for the El transition or re - 1 x 10- 9 eV.

Hence, rf >> re , recalling rf = 3 x 10- 5 eV. Thus, decay of

the 7- state to some intermediate state other than the 8+ state

is taken to be preferred.

The photon resonant absorption cross section (oR) is cal-

culated using ea. (25), where the degeneracy factor g = (15/17),

and the wavelength is 0.34 &. We find aR - 50 barns. Note

that this cross section is directly dependent on the sauare of -0

the transition matrix element.
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TABLE 7. SELECTION RULES FOR El AND Ml TRANSITIONS (Ref. 37)

Multipole INI jAn31 AA Ar

El ±i 1 0 ±1 0 v
0 1 1 % 0

M1 ±i 0,2 1 ±1 0 9

t ±1 0 0 1
0 ±1l .4. ,.

0 0 0 0 0i "l

.% .%

€'N
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We next consider a potential lasing transition involving

the 3- and 2- states of 1 8 6 Re depicted in Fig. 36. This tran-

sition crosses between two rotational bands. (Rotational bands

are typically indicated by aligning the states vertically in a

figure.) The 3- state has a lifetime of 30 ns. The 2- state

decays to the 1- -iround state in an interband transition. Its

lifetime is assumed to be 1 ns, as estimated from a similar

transition in 186W.

The cross section for photo-nuclear absorption competes

with photon-electron interactions in the atom. These

interactions, for x-ray energies, are primarily Compton scat-

tering and photo-electron scattering.

The Compton scattering cross section (aCS) is estimated,

assuming the bulk material is rhenium, with proton number

Z = 75. This cross section is empirically given by:

aCS = (0.658) Z exp [-2.95 x 10 - 3 E] (34)
,i

for E in MeV and a in barns (Ref. 3). Thus, oCS = 44 barns.

The photo-electric scattering cross section OPE (Ref. 3) ".

is empirically given by:

0PE = KZ 4 .5 E- 3  (35)

where E is in MeV, a in barns and K is a coefficient, depending

upon the electron binding energy. In rhenium, the 36 keV photon

energy lies between the L and K shell-binding energies, thus

K = 0.70. The photo-electron cross section is found to be

"PE 4100 barns, clearly the dominant cross section.

The computation of laser gain coefficients is discussed

in Ref. 3, summarized in Ref. 11, and studied for a wide class

of nuclides in Ref. 40.

In a manner detailed in Ref. 40, we determine the physi-

cal quantities listed in Table 8. Assuming a 100 percent

.94
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TABLE 8. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 186Re 3- - 2- TRANSITIONS

Excited state energy 99 keV

Excited state half-life 2.2 x 10 - 8 s

Excited state spin 3

Lower state energy 59 keV

Lower state half-life* 6.93 x 10 - 1 0 s

Lower state spin 2

Branching ratio* 0.5

Internal conversion coefficientR 3 (e-/y) 

Isomer recoil energy 0.0046 eV

Recoilless fraction at 10 K** 0.77
Linear extinction coefficient 36.4 cm -

Effective Debye temperature 275 K

Gamma energy 40 keV, 0.31 A

Resonant absorption cross-section** 4100 barns
Maximum critical number density" 6.8 x 1022 nuclei/cm 3

Maximum gaint 28 cm- I

Laser gain coefficientt -8.7 cm-

*estimated
SEfcticomputed y

tsensitive to inhomogeneous line-broadening effects,
assumed to be a 6 u0.
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population inversion (certainly an extreme case), corresponding

to a critical density of An* = 6.8 x 1022 excited nuclei/cm 3 ,

the positive gain terms (An*OR) are computed as a function of

the inhomogeneous line-broadening parameter a. Note that we

estimate the internal conversion coefficient from tables in

Ref. 41, and assume a uniform material temperature in the cal-

culation of the recoilless fraction. We also ignore hindrance

factors in the 3- to 2- transition matrix element. All of these

assumptions serve to improve the gain terms and are overly opti-

mistic. The positive gain term (aR~n*) as a function of inhomo-

genous broadening is shown in Fig. 37, for temperatures of 10 K

and 100 K. The bold horizontal line indicates the magnitude of

the loss terms or linear extinction coefficient (4) due to

photo-absorption in the rhenium material. (If a Borrmann effect

is assumed, the loss terms diminish, and the corresponding bold

horizontal line moves in the direction indicated.) The region

of the plot where the positive gain terms exceed the loss terms

is the region of (initial) net laser gain. A net positive

laser gain coefficient is a necessary but insufficient criterion

for a y-ray lasing transition. For this case, inhomogenous

line-broadening parameters approximately less than a = 10 are

required to achieve a net positive laser gain. Since the tran-

sition matrix element is expected to be less than 1 by factors

of 10, gain looks quite difficult with this particular choice

of parameters.

Nonetheless, we can assume no inhomogenous broadening and

a Borrmann reduction of the linear extinction coefficient by a

factor 1/100 to find a minimum An* - 6 x 1020 to achieve a

positive gain. We also assume we have on the order of 30 ns

to achieve this population inversion in the 3- upper state of

the lasing transition. We do this by also assuming that the

population transfer from the 7- level to the 3- level occurs

instantaneously. Using eq. (16), with an initial 8+ density of

N 6 x 1022 nuclei 30 ns, N = 6 x 1020 and = 50 barns,

cm3  e e
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FIGURE 37. Gain curve for the 186Re system. The log of the
positive gain terms is shown as a function of the log of the
inhomogeneous line-broadening parameter a. The linear
extinction coefficient for pure rhenium metal is shown as
the horizontal bold line. With a Borrmann effect, the line
moves lower as indicated.
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and assuming - 99 percent (4150/4200) of all photons scatter

from the spectral beamwidth, we find * 1030 photons/cm 2-s.

This is a very high photon flux and well beyond the capabili-

ties of any existing source. The energy content over 30 ns for

monoenergetic photons of 36 keV is - 1.7 x 108 J/cm 2 , corre-

sponding to 6 x 1015 W/cm 2 . The output photon energy is 40 keV.

A laser pulse from 6 x 1020 excited nuclei/cm3 releases approxi-

mately 4 x 106 J/cm 3 , on the order of 1014 W/cm 3 material. Al-

though this is a net energy loss, the output is coherent and

directed. The results here may see some improvement with

better systems, as further discussed in the conclusion, but

this specific system is not good.

We now compute, for illustration, photon pumping fluxes

required to achieve positive laser gain coefficients for the

3- to 2- transition in the 18 6 Re-like system. The previous

calculations fail to address the kinetics of pumping.

We assume the dynamic picture illustrated in Fig. 38. A

sample of material is assumed to be pure 18 6 Re in the isomeric

level at 8+. The 8+ level is pumped at rate Oa where 0 is the

photon flux at 36 keV and a is the computed pumping cross-

section per nucleus. Photon scattering and internal heating

of the crystal are ignored. These serve to further aggravate

the lasing requirements. The 7- level is assumed to instantly

decay to the 3-, upper lasing level. The mean lifetime of this

3- level is 30 ns; and as noted earlier, the lower 2- level is

assumed to have a lifetime of 1 ns. We additionally assume an

inhomogenous line-broadening parameter a = 10, a uniform rod

temperature of 10 K, and a Borrmann effect of 1/10, all of

which are still critical to seeing a significant positive laser

gain coefficient, even with the large isomeric population den-

sity initially assumed.

The results of the pumping calculations are depicted in

Fig. 39. Here we see that typical minimum fluxes on the order

of 1030 photons/cm 2 -sec (i.e., about 1015 W/cm 2 of 36 keV
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photons) are required to obtain a positive gain coefficient

and directed energy out of the system.* The temperature de-

pendence of the system is not as critical as the effects of

line broadening, as noted previously. The achievement of

such very large population inversions is a crucial source of

positive gain when computing lasing thresholds in this par-

ticular system -- thus this specific system must be ruled out.

F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report on the scope of photon fluxes re-

quired to achieve a positive laser gain coefficient in a given

example. A number of conservative assumptions is made. Note

that lasing is an extreme case. Smaller photon fluxes will

still induce y-emission at an accelerated rate. The process

discussed in the example happens to be an x-ray process. Cases

where the photon energy is very small relative to the pumping

transition energy (Eo ) are under investigation.

We emphasize that systems and transitions other than the

specific case of interest here can be expected to show improved

characteristics, although lasing is a far more difficult objec-

tive. With the basic considerations highlighted in this report

in mind, we are actively attempting to establish parameters for

an optimized system. One may then search for the ideal nuclear

candidate for this scheme with the goal of identifying a suit-

able experimental test of the concept -- inducing y-emission

from a nuclear isomer.

*Note: This is an unrealistically high flux. Its existence

might obviate the need for a gamma-ray laser.
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VI. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE ASPECTS OF 18 6Re PERTINENT TO THE
PUMPED ISOMERIC STATE y-RAY LASER CONCEPT

A. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE ASPECTS OF THE PUMPED-ISOMER LASING

SCHEME

A number of concepts (Ref. 3, 23, 39, 42, and 43) involving

the stimulated emission of low-energy gamma photons from the

decay of excited nuclear levels incorporate isomeric states into

their schemes. One such concept (Ref. 39) calls for pumping

an isomeric state by an initial, rapid, electromagnetic transi-

tion which ultimately leads to a second, short-lived, excited

nuclear level. This second excited level subsequently decays

by gamma emission to a third state, as depicted in Fig. 40.

The short lifetime of the second excited level is expected to

lead to an enhancement in the photon cross-section for stimula-

ted emission but cannot be so short as to pose difficulty in

pumping the level. In this scheme, then, the isomeric state

provides for long-term energy storage. The release of this

energy is accomplished and controlled by relatively lower energy

electromagnetic radiations. The specific details of nuclear P

spin and parity assignments, collective modes, and transition

rates depend on the choice of an actual nucleus.

One nucleus of possible interest to research (Ref. 39)

leading to a y-ray laser of this type is 18 6Re. Excited levels

of this nucleus are typical of the high-level density generally

found in odd-odd nuclei. Such nuclei are likely systems in

which to search for unusual energy level sequences required in 0

the pumped-isomer concepts.

A quick assessment of the 18 6 Re structure and a brief de-

scription of the Nilsson model are described in this chapter.

Comparison to an Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA)-based

super-symmetry scheme, as well as detailed Nilsson-based .
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calculations would suggest directions to take for more techni-

cal calculations.

The 1 8 6Re nucleus has one identified isomeric state

(Ref. 7) lving approximately 150 keV in energy above the ground

state. This rapidly spinning isomer is believed to have eight

units (I = 8) of angular momentum--much higher than the angular

momentum (I < 3) of the nuclear states lying lower in energv.

The large anular momentum difference between the isomer and

lower-energy rotational band members contributes to the long

half-life for an electromagnetic isomeric transition of 2 x 10
5

years.

In contrast to the long lifetime of the [8+] excited state,

the 1- ground state of 1 8 6Re is very short-lived. This ground

state decays by B- emission (92.2 percent) to the long-lived

isotope 186s or by orbital electron capture (7.8 percent) to

the stable isotope 186W. The composite half-life of 90.6 hours

is observed for the decay of the 1 8 6 Re ground state. These fea-

tures of the 1 8 6Re decay are depicted in Fig. 41. Effectively,

a few days after an initial production, the only 186 Re nuclei

remaining are the isomeric nuclei--nuclei which are trapped for

over 200,000 years in a rapidly spinning stored energy level.

It is suggested (Ref. 39) that the unique combination of

nuclear states required in the pumped isomeric laser concept

could possibly exist in the excited state spectrum of 1 86Re.

This odd-odd rotational nucleus has a fair nuclear level den-

sitV. As will be seen, it lies in a region of nuclear deforma- a
tion involving numerous Nilsson neutron levels. Of particular

interest is the possible existence of new states with anaular

momentum near I = 8 and lyina close in energy to that of the '.

isomeric state. Such an intermediate level could potentially

be pumped using relatively low photon energies. In addition,

it has been noted in Ref. 39 that such states could have thus

far escaped experimental detection. Consequently, this chanter

provides for an introductory examination of the low-energy 0

nuclear structure of 1 8 6 Re.
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Although current models of nuclear structure are incapable V

of precise quantitative predictions of all nuclear energy levels,

they are quite successful in providing an understanding of the

lower-lying features of most nuclei (Ref. 37). The basics of

the Nilsson model are outlined in Subsection B. Conclusions

are drawn concerning the possibility of a 7- state lying close

in energy to the isomeric [8+1 state, as discussed in Subsection

C. More generally, the usefulness of even the simplest aspects ,v

of nuclear structure theory are noted in Subsection D.

B. THE NILSSON MODEL DESCRIPTION OF DEFORMED NUCLEI

The 1 8 6Re nucleus is composed of an odd number of protons

(75) and an odd number of neutrons (111). All of these nucleons

are bound in a small region of space by the strong interaction.

The mean or average strong attractive field aenerated by the

nucleons is, to a first approximation, closely described by a

spherical isotropic harmonic oscillator potential well with a

significant nucleonic spin-orbit interaction. The nucleons are

then assumed to occupy the characteristic orbitals of the

nuclear shell model (Ref. 15).

In the case of 1 8 6Re, 25 protons and 29 neutrons comprise

valence nucleons outside of the major closed shells at Z = 50

and N = 82, respectively. In this instance, and for situations

involving many-valence nucleons in general, configurations of

neutrons and protons consistent with a deformed nucleonic well

are observed to lie low in the energy spectrum. Such confiaura-

tions are identified with axially-deformed, spheroidal, nuclear

intrinsic states. Sequences of higher enerov levels arise from

successively faster rotations of these intrinsic nuclear states.

The single-particle nucleonic orbitals in the deformed

picture are related to orbitals in the spherical limit as de-

scribed by Nilsson (Ref. 44 and in Ref. 37). In the spherical

limit, the good quantum numbers consistent with the overall

spatial symmetry (Ref. 45) [SU(3)] of the sninless isotropic 0
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harmonic oscillator well are in general: (Xu), the major shell

principal quantum numbers; L (or Z), the orbital angular momen-

tum; ML, an orbital angular momentum component; and K, the pro-

jection of orbital angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry

axis. In the special case of single-particle states P = 0 and

X = N, where N is the usual principal quantum number associated

with the single-particle states of the isotropic harmonic

oscillator. Additionally, in this special case, the quantum

numbers K and ML are indistinguishable. The parity w = (-)L

reflects the inversion symmetry of the nuclear wavefunction.

Single-particle nuclear states may be labelled by their

symmetry quantum numbers. Spherical states are labelled with

the quantum numbers N, L, ML, and ff. If the effects of spin-

orbit (L-S) coupling are then included, the states are addition-

ally labelled by the quantum number J (or I) which is the total

nuclear angular momentum. The value of J can be determined in

the usual manner from the vector coupling of V and S, where S

is the single nucleon spin. With the effects of spin-orbit

coupling included, the.single nucleon states are completely

labelled by the quantum numbers N, L, J, Mj, and it. These quan-

tities are shown for the levels of the nuclear shell model in

Fig. 42. Also depicted in the figure are the occupancies of

the 1 8 6Re valence nucleons.

In the Nilsson model, the spherical symmetry is first "

broken to the U(l) x SU(2) symmetry typical of the axially de-

formed harmonic oscillator well. (It is generally convenient -

to use the cylindrical or asymptotic basis in treating the

Nilsson states of the rotational, heavy nuclei.) In this pic-

ture, the single-particle levels in the deformed well can be

found by picturing the distribution of the N oscillator L = 1

excitations, associated with the principal quantum number N,

amongst the new axial oscillator [U(1)] and the planar oscilla-

tors [SU(2)]. One may then have n3 axial excitations and np

planar excitations where np + n 3 = N. The planar excitations
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lead to planar wavefunctions which can be characterized by the

ouasi-spin quantum numbers A and K = A, A-2,...,-A. In the

Nilsson scheme, however, the auasi-spin quantum number A is

restricted to the single value np. When the SU(2) oscillator

symmetry is further broken to the simpler 0(2) symmetry; the

components ±K are grouped in pairs labelled by the new Nilsson

quantum number A = !KI, with components ±A.

The nucleon spin components r are coupled to the orbital

angular components A to give the total spin projection quantum

number Q = A + Z. The final Nilsson states are usually labelled

by JNn 3 A>. The relationships between the spherical shell model

states and the deformed Nilsson states (Ref. 37) are shown as

a function of the nuclear deformation parameter 6 in Figs. 43

and 44. These figures depict the splitting of the proton and

neutron shells in the regions of Z > 50 and N > 82. Here,

6= 3 (w)-w3)/( 2wp+w3) where wp and w3 are planar and axial

oscillator frequencies. The Nilsson single-particle Hamiltonian

is given by:

p2  1 [2 2 2 2 2

= km Lx + W (x + x +

2m 2 3 3 p 1 2

0(h/2f) o  N ) + vts(h/2)wo (t.S) (36)

where p is the nucleon momentum, m is the nucleon mass, Wo %

1/3 (2wp+53), <t2 >N = N(N+3) and the parameters v and

introduce the angular momentum rotational effects. This

Hamiltonian is then diagonalized in the cylindrical basis.

Physically, states of higher Z and of higher J lie lower in

energy than states with lower values of t or J.

The many-particle states of the Nilsson model are found

by filling the single-particle levels with nucleons in con-

formance with the Fermi exclusion principle. In the Nilsson

model, the ground state of a given nucleus has all douhl\,
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degenerate levels for neutrons and protons separately filled

with pairs of nucleons, up to the Fermi level. The final com-

plete wavefunction describes a state with the projection of

total angular momentum on the nuclear symmetry axis, K, given

by the sum of the projections Qi for each nucleon (i). In the

ground state, K = IZ'iil = 11p1±112n1 where Op and n are the

quantum numbers of the odd proton and odd neutron, where appli-

cable. The power and success of the Nilsson model lies not

only in its ability to describe wavefunctions of a particular

nucleus but also to describe relationships amongst nuclei in

deformed regions throughout the periodic table. These syste-

matic trends permit a qualitative understanding of nuclear

energy levels.

In Figs. 43 and 44, the single-particle spherical shell 0

model states are listed by their I and J quantum numbers. The

states of good orbital angular momentum I are superpositions of

states of good cylindrical symmetry. When the spherical sym-

metry is broken, the associated energy levels split into doubly- S

degenerate energy levels associated with the cylindrical states.

These states are labelled in Fig. 43 and 44 by the asymptotic

Nilsson quantum numbers [N n3 A Q1.

C. ANALYSIS: SYSTEMATIC TRENDS IN THE LOW-LYING ENERGY

LEVELS OF 1 8 6Re AND NEARBY NUCLEI

The Nilsson level scheme is expected to provide a good

description of nuclear rotational levels. As noted in the dis-

cussion of 166Ho (Ref. 37), one can attempt a description of

the low-lying energy levels of the spectrum of an odd-odd

nucleus in terms of the coupled configurations of the last odd

proton and the last odd neutron in Nilsson levels near the

Fermi surface. In such an approach, the two-valence nucleon

states determine the intrinsic states of rotational bandheads.

This bandhead is the first member of a rotational band. Ex-
cited members of the rotational bands comprise successively
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higher rotational states of the same intrinsic state. It is

with this picture that we analyze the low-lyinG nuclear struc-

ture in 1 8 6 Re.

In proceeding to account for the low-lying levels of 18 6 Re,

the configurations of the last odd proton and the last odd neu-

tron must be determined. These configurations will be used to

directly obtain the intrinsic state configurations. This is

easily done by considering two items: (1) the applicable

Nilsson diagram and (2) the states of the uncoupled odd-neutron

and odd-proton.

The applicable Nilsson splitting diagrams are shown in

Figs. 43 and 44. The energy unit (h wo/ 2 w) - 47A -1 / 3 MeV is

approximately 7.2 MeV, where A is the atomic mass number. For
1 86 Re, the nuclear deformation parameter (5) is expected to be

- 0.22, based on systematics of nuclear guadrupole deforma-

tions of nearby nuclear ground states (Ref. 37). With the

Nilsson diagrams as a guide, we next find the states of the un-

coupled nucleons. If, for example, we were Lo remove the single

odd neutron from 1 8 6Re, we would obtain 18 5 Re (Fig. 45). The

intrinsic states of 1 8 5Re would then involve configdrations of

the single odd proton. Likewise, the removal of a proton from
18 6Re reveals the odd neutron states in the spectrum of 1 8 5W.

This is not the only information available from nuclear syste-

matic trends. We can add, rather than remove, single nucleons

to 1 8 6Re to reveal states of the other remaining nucleon.

Finally, the addition or removal of nucleon pairs to odd nuclei

nrovides additional information as described below.

1. Odd Proton Levels

It is convenient to first consider the nuclear structure

of 1 8 5Re. This nucleus has onp less neutron than in 1 8 6Re. The

net projection of angular momentum on the nuclear svmmetrV axis

is then given solely by the uncoupled valence proton since all

of the neutrons are paired. From the Nilsson level snlittino
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diagram, using values of the deformation parameter 6 - 0.22, it

is seen that the 7 5/2+ [4021 and w 9/2- [5141 proton orbitals

are expected to be major contributors to the states in the lower

energy region of the spectrum. In this notation, the symbols

w or v refer to proton or neutron orbits, respectively. The

remaining numbers are the Nilsson quantum numbers now expressed

in the form Kff[Nn 3 A]. For the bandhead member (lowest energy

state) of a rotational band having no rotational energy, the K

quantum number is equal to the total nuclear spin. (In the

case of K = 0 bands, the additional rotational quantum number

r = ±1 is required to distinguish states of equal K but of

differing symmetry under a rotation of t radians around an axis

perpendicular to the intrinsic symmetry axis.)

Experimentally, it is found that the ground state of 1 8 5Re

is associated with the Nilsson state w 5/2+ [402] and that the

next bandhead state at 368.2 keV is associated with the Nilsson

state 1 9/2- [5141. Using (hwo/2r) - 7.2 MeV, the 368 keV N
energy spacing is approximately 0.05 (hwo/27r), quite consistent

with the order of magnitude of the Nilsson spacing associated

with the deformation parameter 6 - 0.22. It is noted that the

next higher orbitals, the w 1/2- [541] and w 5/2+ [402] lie

much higher in energy than these latter two orbitals. (The I.

level scheme for 18 5Re is reproduced in Fig. 46.)

The addition of one neutron to 18 6 Re leads to the nucleus
18 7 Re. Here the same 5/2+ [402] ground state and 9/2- [5141 ex-

cited bandhead state are experimentally observed. Other addi-

tional bandhead states are also observed above 500 keY. With

these identifications, the lower lying configurations of 18 6 Re

are expected to involve the 5/2+ [4021 and 9/2- [5141 proton

orbitals, as listed in Table 9.

2. Odd-Neutron Levels

In contrast to the smaller number of Nilsson proton orbi-

tals, the number of valence Nilsson neutron levels is higher.
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This increased density of Nilsson levels was seen in the

neutron-level splitting diagrai of Fig. 44 in the deformation

region of 6 - 0.22 and for a neutron number (N) of N = 111.

Considering the complexity of the level-splitting, it appears

very important to study levels of actual nuclei to understand

the appropriate single-particle Nilsson level sequences. This

approach differs from that taken in Ref. 39. Nilsson configu-

rations which actually occur can arise from local deviations

of the overall Nilsson parameters from their average values.

The structural aspects of the nucleus 18 5W are considered

first. This nucleus has one less proton than 18 6Re. Hence, all

remaining protons are paired. The low-lying states of 1 8 5W are

expected to arise from rotational bands built upon a Nilsson

configuration associated with a single odd neutron. In the

region of Ill neutrons, in the deformation range of 0.2 to 0.3,

it is seen from the general Nilsson splitting diagram that a

good number of Nilsson orbitals are present. Of these, nine

states have been identified in 18 5W and are listed, along with

their associated energies, in Table 9. (The level scheme for .
%'*I

18 5Wq is reproduced in Fig. 47.) %1.%

Most of the neutron states in this region have odd parity, 5

which is consistent with the odd parity of the 3p-2f-lh isotropic .

harmonic oscillator shell. The only positive parity subshell

(i 13/2) arises from the li harmonic oscillator level. This

level lies low in the single-particle spectrum for it is substan-

tially stabilized by strong spin-orbit effects. This state, as

will be seen shortly, can lead to an isomeric state in 18 6Re. S

It is noted that the nucleus 18 3Hf is obtained from 18 5W by

the removal of a pair of protons. The ground state of 18 5W is

observed to have Jw = 3/2-, consistent with the 3/2- [512] Nilsson

model assignment. Likewise, the states of 1870s reveal the

1/2- [5011, 3/2- [5121, 7/2- [503] and 11/2+ [615] low-lying 5

bandhead states. This particular nucleus has one more proton
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TABLE 9. NILSSON BANDEIEAD STATES

185 Re Proton States j185 Neutron States 186 Coupled States

State keV State key State{%.D-1 key

5/2+[402] 0 3/2-[512] 0 1-(5/2,3/21 0

1/2-[5101 23.6 3-[5/2,1/21 99.3

9/2-[5141 368.2 7/2-[503) 243.5 8+(5/2,11/2} 1509

11/2+[615] 197.4 4-{5/2,3/2} 174

9/2+[624] 720 6-{5/2,7/2} 186

9/2-1[50 51 790 2-{5/2,1/2} 210 .

5/2-[5121 890 3+{5/2,11/2} 314

1/2-[521] 1007 1-{5/2,7/2) 316

7/2-[514] 1058 (5+)[9/2,1/2} (330)

(3+)f9/2,3/2} 351.2

% %.%
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than 1 8 6Re; consequently, only states which involve a single

odd-neutron are observed. (The level scheme for 1 8 70s is

reproduced in Fig. 48.) %

3. States in 1 8 6Re

One may consider the lowest states in 18 6 Re as arising

from the coupling of the n 5/2+ [402] and n 9/2- [514] proton

states with the lower-lying valence neutron states. The states

of good K are now given by jKij-+Kjj, Kj < K i , where i and j are

neutron and proton single-particle labels. Using the ordering 0

of neutron levels of 18 5W or 1870s and the proton levels of
1 8 5Re or 18 7 Re, the bandheads listed in Table 9 are obtained.

(The level scheme for 18 6 Re is reproduced in the Fig. 49.) It

is important to note that this approach leads to a description

of the 1- 1 8 6Re ground state in terms of the w 5/2+ [4021 x

v 3/2- [512] coupling as opposed to the v 7/2- [503] coupling

discussed in Ref. 39. The former assignment is also consistent

with the experimentally known magnetic moment of the ground .

state as discussed by Ernst, Hagn, and Zech (Ref 46).

The bandhead states associated with the single 7r 5/2+ state

coupled to the four lowest neutron states and their associated

rotational band members comprise all assigned levels in the

low-lying spectrum of 1 86 Re. The tentative [8+] isomeric states

probably arise primarily from the w 5/2+ [402] and v 11/2+ [615]

nucleon couplings. (Note that the w 9/2- [514] and v 7/2-

[503] states also couple to yield a K = 8+ state, but this state .

is expected at higher energy.)

The bandhead state energies are, in a rigid-rotor approxi-

mation, given as the sum of the intrinsic state energy; and an

energy spacing proportional to I(I + 1). Thus, for the bandhead 0

states identified here, many of the rotational band spacings

are also observed. With this simplest approach it is initially

concluded that there are no additional states expected to lie

in the vicinity of the [8+] isomeric state. Nonetheless, there -
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are other factors to consider and simple approaches are not

expected to be all-conclusive.

4. in = 7- States of Interest in 18 6Re

Since a state with angular momentum and parity 7- would be

useful from the viewpoint of an El photon pumping scheme which I

* uses the [8+1 isomeric state as an initial state, that prospect

now is considered. Such a state could presumably arise from

v 9/2[5051 x 7r 5/2+ [402) or as the excited rotational member

of the tentative 6- rotational band. Using the fairly consistent

rotational band energy spacings of approximately 15 1(1 + 1)

keV, this latter rotational band member is predicted to lie

around 400 keV. This is found using the calculated energy

spacing between I = 6 and I = 7 and adding it to the bandhead Lb
".

energy. (Smaller energy deviations are expected to arise from

particle rotational couplings.)

*Another 7- level can arise from a 9/2- [5051 neutron level

coupled to a 5/2+ [402] proton level. States of 18 6 Re which

involve the 9/2- [505] neutron level are expected to lie high

* in the low-lying energy level spectrum, above the [8+] isomeric

* state, if one considers the neutron levels in 1 85 W or 1870s.

To understand such systematics it is convenient to consider the

addition or subtraction of one proton to 18 6Re and then the

successive addition of neutron pairs. When this is done, the

neutron orbitals are systematically filled. Such a filling

places an odd neutron in higher energy orbits, thus altering the

ground state spin as well as decreasing the energy required to

excite the odd neutron to the 9/2- [505] level. It is important

to note that uncertainties in Nilsson parameters taken fromA

systematics will arise.

With the reroval of one proton and the addition of two

neutrons (-1w, + 2v) to 18 6 Re (18 7W) the lowest neutron orbi-

tals are found to be: 3/2- [5121, 1/2- [5101, 7/2- [303], 11/2+

[615] and then 9/2- [5051. The 9/2- [505] state is indeed
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lowered in energy. The nucleus obtained from (-lit, + 4v) is

not well studied. The addition of one proton and two neutrons
(+in, + 2v) to 186Re leads to 189Os. This nucleus has the low-

lying bandhead states 3/2- [512] and 9/2+ [624]. In 1910s

(+in, + 40) the first instance of the 9/2- [505] level as a

ground state configuration is found. The next excited bandhead
states of this nucleus are 3/2- [512] and 1/2- [510]. Noting

that the 9/2- [505] states thus consistently rise in energy
upon removal of neutrons from 1910s, a tentative 7- state"/

associated with the 9/2- [505] neutron is best expected to lie
greater than approximately 500 keV in energy above the 186Re

ground state. This is estimated using the average of energy

spacings between the 11/2+ (615] and 9/2- (505] levels in 185W

(approximately 600 keY) and the 11/2+ [615] and lowest unas- .

signed 9/2 level in 187Os (approximately 200 keV). It is also

assumed that no substantial relative energy shifts occur be-

lp

tween the 8+ and 7- states thus generated when coupled to the

same proton. This can happen, but such further detailed cal- ow

culations are beyond the scope of this assessment. On the"
basis of the odd-neutron and odd-proton coupling scheme it is

not immediately surprising that no 7- state (or any additional

states in general) are thus far detected below 300 keV in
186Re. Nonetheless, semi-quantitative or even qualitative

analysis in nuclear structure theory provide for a useful first

screening in the understanding of nuclear energy levels.

D. CONCLUSION: POSSIBILITIES FOR IDENTIFYING ENERGY LEVELS IN"-
NUCLEI

The interaction between nucleons includes the strong inter-in.1 -5 W

action associated with the complex interactions of constituent
quarks, and to lesser extents, the weak and electromagnetic

forces. This aspect, the complicating features of the many-body

quantum mechanical problem, are indicative of the complex nature

of nuclei. Nonetheless, to the extent that nuclei exhibit a

shell structure, the complex nucleonic wave functions can be
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replaced by simpler wave functions involving valence nucleons--

the approach taken in shell model codes. In these models,

large Hamiltonian matrices are diaqonalized. For the cases

where large deformations are evident, many configurations of

shell model states are superimposed to give collective shapes.

These more sophisticated models must take into account numerous

one- and two- nucleon interactions. The development of such

codes (Ref. 47 and 48), and in particular, models for odd-even

and odd-odd nuclei, are of interest to the y-ray laser program.

As F.S. Dietrich has indicated, nuclei such as 1 8 6 Re are statis-

tically most probable to have the desired level schemes.

The transition rates between states are important in y-ray

laser schemes. Given the proper state assignment in a simple

model, or improved wave functions from more detailed calculations,

transition rates can be calculated and compared with experimental

rates. (State assignments here will be used for further rate

estimates in this report.) Transition rates using collective

state wave functions will differ markedly (orders of magnitude)

from the single-particle estimates. Realistic transition rates

must be quoted in proposals.

From a different perspective, group-theoretical collective

models emphasize the geometrical aspects of nuclei by describing

nuclear levels in terms of boson or phonon entities. One fore-

front approach, the Interacting Boson Model (IBM)(Ref. 49)

attempts to describe the low-lying level structure of heavy

nuclei by emphasizing the s and d boson nature of many-valence

nucleonic wave functions. Recent advances in the cylindrical

boson description of axially deformed even-even nuclei and

super-symmetric models are also of interest in identifyina

nuclear energy levels.

In this chapter, the energy levels of 18 6 Re were examined

with the objective of using the simplest approach to address

the possibility of unidentified energy levels in the low-lying
region of the excited state spectrum. It was determined on
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the basis of theoretical arguments and nuclear systematics that

no 7- level is probably closer than 250 key to the isomeric

[8+] level. More quantitative approaches can be used to refine

this estimate; and sophisticated models, further developed in

the form of advanced computer codes. Furthermore, transition

rates between states can be much more important than energy

levels alone. Single-particle estimates can be misleading. In

addition, the (IBA) collective models may also provide alterna-

tive approaches to the understanding of lower lying nuclear

energy levels.
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VII. A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO VERIFY A CONCEPT CRITICAL i

TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF y-RAY LASERS

Recently, a new concept has been proposed for the develop-

'p.

ment of a x-ray laser using dressed states of long-lived nuclear .

isomers (by C.B. Collins during a briefing at IDA, February 20,

1985). Figure 50 is a schematic which illustrates the pro-

cedure. The concept is based on:

1. Preparation of a long-lived isomeric state 1i> of

energy E e (first inversion step),

2. Preparation of a dressed state 11'> of energy Ee'

close to the original state 11> of energy E e by the N

application of RF fields, and

3. Stimulated emission from the dressed state resultingoi

in x-ray lasing.

The exciting feature of this concept is that it may provide a.

means of using long-lived isotopes for y-ray laser development "

by obviating the inhomogeneous broadening problem (Ref. 3). The

•B

transformation to a dressed state provides a short-lived level,

whose resonance is not destroyed by inhomogeneous broadening-,

and thus can be used for stimulated emission. This procedure

avoids the problem of inhomogeneous broadening, which not only

prevents the use of long-lived isomeric transition for x-ray '..

laser development, but also inhibits the resonance overlap re- 2

quired for the observation of the M~ssbauer effect in these

systems. '

One critical issue is the existence of isotopes with

closely spaced nuclear levels (- 1 keY or less), with one of

them corresponding to a long-lived isomeric state. In the .

highly deformed region of the nucleus, coupling schemes lead to
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levels, not all of which may be identified. Such "missing"

* levels, close to isomeric states, may play the desired role.*

An experimental search for them is ongoinG (personal communi-

cations with G.C. Baldwin and C.B. Collins).

The other critical issue is the ability of available RF

radiation to prepare a dressed nuclear state. Msshauer trans-

mission experiments with RF fields irradiatinq iron foils have

been reported which show distinct sidebands, as shown in Fig. 51.

One group of researchers claims that these are due to acoustic

* coupling of the magnetic field with the metallic foil (Ref. 50

and 51). Another explanation is given in terms of a dressed

state picture (Ref. 4) and the results of the experiments are

used as evidence for the preparation of a "dressed state".

Since the dressed state concept is important to the y-ray

laser development proqram, the author proposes a more discrimi-

natina techniaue, Selective Excitation Double M6ssbauer (SEDM)

(as described in Ref. 52) to investigate this phenomenon. A
short discussion of SEDM is presented in the Appendix. Rriefly,

SEDM is a M6ssbauer flourescence experiment. The setup is shown

in Fia. 52. A source of M6ssbauer radiation (57 Co) is tuned to

coincide with one of the resonances of a sample (5 7 Fe foil) and

the enerqy of the scattered radiation is measured with a sinale- L
line M6ssbauer absoLoer. Such experiments have been used suc-

cessfullv to obtain new information about paramagnetic relax-

ation (Ref. 53) and can be used here to study dressed states by

applyinG an RF field to the absorber, as shown in Fig. 52. If

this field produces "dressed states" of the nucleus, the emitted

radiation should contain different energy components from the

unperturbed case and the SEDM spectrum should show resonance

*An examination of levels in 1 8 6Re indicates that coupling of

the valence p and n leads to a set of 10 levels, 9 of which .%
can be identified with known excited states, with the excep-
tion of the J = 7- state. That expected J = 7- state is
labeled a "missing state"; if it exists where expected, it
would enable a scheme to pump to that level from an isomeric
J+ = 8+ state using 36 keV x-rays.
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FIGURE 51. Generation of sidehands in Mb$ssbauer spectra
of 5 7Fe. (a) Energy level diagram for 5 7Fe showing the
allowed transitions. (b) Transmission spectrum without
an RF field irradiating the sample. (c) With a 61.58 MHz
RF field (from Ref. 1).
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lines corresponding to these transitions. The expected results

are shown in Fig. 53.

In Fig. 53(a), the transmission result of Fig. 50 is repro-

duced. It contains all the resonances of the system in the

"dressed state" picture, as well as the resonances possible with

the acoustic coupling picture. Figure 53(b) shows the expected

SEDM spectra, due to excitation at the energy indicated by the

vertical arrow in Fig. 53(a), if the acoustic coupling is re-

sponsible for the sidebands in Fig. 53(a). Figure 53(c) shows

the expected spectrum if dressed states have been produced and

are responsible for the sidebands. The second dip appears

because a dressed state would be a linear combination of the
nuclear states (Ref. 54) and thus would permit a transition to

both ground states (Ref. 52). Variations on this experiment,

such as excitation of different resonances [different positions

of the vertical arrow in Fig. 53(a)] could, of course, produce

further detailed information about the process or processes in

question.
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FIGURE 53. SEDM discrimination between two Qossible sideband
generators. (a) Transmission spectrum of 7 Fe foil showing
sidebands. SEDM spectrum from excitation of the sixth line
as shown by vertical arrow in (a) if the acoustic coupling
model is operatina (b), and if the dressed state model is .-.-.

operating (c). The line in (c) at position of resonance 2
comes from an admixture of 1-1/2 > to the 1-3/2 > by the RF
field as reauired by dressed state theory. The acoustic
coupling cannot mix states in this way.
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VIII. PROPOSED SCREENING EXPERIMENT FOR CANDIDATE

NUCLEI FOR A THREE-LEVEL, TWO-PUMP, y-RAY LASER

As previously described in this report, one of the more i

promisinq concepts for the development of a y-ray laser involves '

optical pumping of a pre-prepared, long-lived M6ssbauer isotope

to a higher, nearby level of short lifetime. The advantage of ,

this technique over direct production of a short-lived state

from the ground state via neutron bombardment is that much

larger quantum fluxes (>> 1017/cm 2 sec - I ) would be available.

for the (secondary) pumping process.

Clearly, the critical issue for this technique is whether

there is a Mossbauer isotope with the requisite nearby level.

Stich levels are expected theoretically; however, consistent

with the l~ow-freauencv resolution typical of nuclear experi- %J1

ments, such levels have yet to be observed. ..%

An experiment to test this critical issue is currently

being planned by workers elsewhere. Their desiqn calls for the

broadband irradiation of lona-lived isotopes, in the hope that

if there is an appropriate nearby level, there will be suffi-

cient power near resonance to make an observable difference in

the decay rate to around state. .

We propose here an alternative simpler experiment, desianed -

to rapidly screen for candidate nuclei. The basic idea is to '

heat known long-lived Mossbauer isotopes to hiah temperatures."?

V.-

If there exists a nearby (1 to 10 eV) short-lived level, then

thermal excitation to that level should occur, with an accom--.

panyina increase in the rate of decay to around state. '

As an estimate of what one miaht expect, consider the .

times, respectively, of the lona-lived Mo6sshauer isotope and ,
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and Ti (T >> T) are the lifetimes of the lonq-lived
short-lived states and AE is their enerqy separation.
Rapid thermal ecuilibration between these two levels is

represented by the arrows pointina between them. E0 is
the eneray of the lonal-lived state, and it is assumed
that E0 >> AE.
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the short-lived nearby level; AE is their energy separation. V'

Assuminq rapid thermal eauilibration between the two excited i

states, the nuclear transition rate R to the ground state is

qiven by:
-aE/kT i

R i/To + (1/t l )e ,.

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute tempera-

ture. The relative increase in rate r in changing from a low

temperature TL to a high temperature Tp is therefore: S

-AE/kTH
1 + (ro/tl)e

r= - . (37) ,

-AE/kTL 0
1 + (To/t l )e

As a canonical example, we take To = 10 s, t- 10 . 9 s,

and TL = 300 K. Values of r correspondinq to different values

of AE and TH are shown in the table:

TABLE 10. RELATIVE INCREASE IN DECAY RATE WITH TEMPERATURE
TH FOR ISOTOPES WITH VARIOUS ENERGY SEPARATIONS AE

TH (K )" ,

AE ( eV) T8 .(K)

500 1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000

1 _106 1011l 1015 1015 1016

5 10- 3 4  l0 9  1011 1013 1015

10 10- 85 I0- 3 4  106 1011 1015

50 10-487 10-236 I 10- 3 4  i0- 9  io1011..

For the ranqe of AE considered in the table, the decay rate at

300 K is of the order of 1/To. Pairs of values of AE and TH
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which correspond to observable decay rate enhancement (i.e.,

r > 1) are those appearing above the dashed line. For instance,

if the M6ssbauer isotope has a nearby level with AE < 10 eV, a

temperature increase of 5000 K is sufficient to insure a marked

increase in the rate of decay to ground state.

By monitoring the decay rate, while slowly increasin the .

temperature from 300 K, an estimate for AE can be obtained by

finding the minimum temperature at which a marked increase in

decay rate takes place. This information could be used as an

aLd in the selection of Pumping freauencies to be used in more

sophisticated, follow-on experiments on candidate nuclei.

A null result in the above experiments does not necessarily

insure the absence of a nearby level. The assumption of rapid

thermal equilibration of the two excited states may not hold

and, if this is the case, the decay rates at elevated tempera-

tures will be lower than those predicted by the model considered

here. However, if a nearby level does exist but is not dis-

covered through simple heating, it is likely that it will not

have the characteristics required for y-ray lasina, for optical

pumping to the nearby level will then also be difficult.
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IX. DISTINCTIONS IN SUPERRADIANT THEORIES --

* COHERENT PARTICLE EMISSION

A. SYMMETRY ASPECTS OF ENHANCED SPONTANEOUS DECAY

The coherent (stimulated) emission of a directed beam of

* particles from transitions involving excited nu..lear internal

decrees of freedom (Ref. 55), is of immediate interest to our

understanding of superradiant emission in a theoretical gamma-

ray laser (Ref. 56, 57). In this report we make distinctions

between superradiance in the original theory of Dicke (Ref. 58),

an effect which can be thought of as a quantum enhanced spon-

taneous decay, and the macroscopic superradiance (or super-

fluorescence associated with the evolution of an intense,

transient, laser pulse (Ref. 59). One could concisely suggest

that tentative evidence for a nuclear quark super-radiator has

already preceded the appearance of a camma-ray "laser" (Ref.

60).

* The intent here is to identify the subtleties of Dicke

superradiance in two-level systems, extensions of three and

n-level systems (Ref. 61), and the relevance of quark transi-

tions to superradiant theory.

Coherence in spontaneous radiation processes was first pre-

dicted by Dicke in Ref 58. The essence of the effect (first

cast in the context of molecular transitions) is that all emit-

ters interacting with a common radiation field cannot be treated

as independent quantum mechanical systems. The entities in the

system are assumed to have two levels, denoted as ja> and IS>,

which can he thought of as basis states of a system described by

a dynamic SU(2) symmetry (Ref. 62 and 63). The many-body wave

function is then written as qqm = U. (rl ... rn ) [+ + - + ...
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.

where the factor Ug denotes center-of-mass position coordinates

and the second factor lists the signs of internal enerqies.

Here, m is a quantum number, to be discussed, and g refers to

other quantum numbers not of interest. One associates the

difference in occupation number of excited states, n+, and

lower states, n-, with the only diaqonal SU(2) generatorSn R = n R
J=1 R 3 = R3. The Hamiltonian is H = Hc + EE j2  j3.

Thus, the eneraV of the n particle system is Eqm = Eq + mE

where m = 1/2 (n+ - n-). The complete multiplets of states are

labelled by the quantum number r, where r(r+l) is the eiqenvalue
2 2 2of R2 + R 2 + R3 , and the quantum number m, the eigenvalue of

R3 . Here RI , R 2 , and R are the known SU(2) generators.

In a weight diagram (Ref. 62) one plots state coordinates

m on a line (Ref. 61). This is depicted in Fig. 55. Transi-

tions will now appear as lattice shifts, and lattice shifts are

only generated by R1 or R2 . The association of the electro-

mannetic interaction p.A with off-diagonal group generators

-A(rj) . (elRjl + e2Rj 2 ) is sufficient to identify: J*

gmr = [(R2 -
R 2 

- R3 )-I/
2 (RI - iR 2 )]r-m lgrr (38)

where A is the electromagnetic vector potential, and e1 and e2

are polarization vectors. The intensity is then expressed in

the usual manner (using the well known angular momentum theory

described in Ref. 64):

I = I0 (r + m)(r - m + 1) , (39)

where Io is the intensity of the usual spontaneous decay. If

A

r is laroe (the limit of maximum symmetric permutation symme-

try) and Iml is small, then r - n/2, m =0 and I = Io

(n/2)(n/2 + 1).

The superradiant state occurs at zero population inversion

and with a high cooperation number r. The intensity of its
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FIGURE 55. Multiplets in the Dicke superradiant model.
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decay is proportional to n2 . It is important to note the pre-

diction that low r multiplets have diminished rates. One way

to test the appearance of low r multiplets is to exploit the

temperature dependence they will introduce. This temperature

dependence is determined by a statistical distribution of

states of the entire system among all multiplets. Then the

superradiant intensity

I = (l/4)Ion(n-l)tanh 2 (E/kT) + nIo/2 (40)

should follow (Ref. 58). This differs from the case involving

only the symmetrically coupled maximum r multiplet. Here, k is

Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature.

The treatment of situations involving (a) particle sys-

tems with dimensions larger than the radiation wavelength and

(b) regions small with respect to the reciprocal of the natural

linewidth require the specification of direction k:

I (k) = Io(k) [(r+m)(r-m+l)] (41)

The important results are that the radiation is assumed to be a

plane wave with propagation vector (k), coherent in the k direc-

tion, and has coherence destroyed to the extent that emission

in other directions causes transitions to lower r multiplets.

The explicit features of non-symmetric multiplets and

smaller r multiplets is lost in the Feynman, Vernon, and

Hellwarth (Ref. 65) representation of superradiance. This

arises from the inability of this approach to treat the permu-

tation number symmetry.

In this latter, well-known approach, the vector r (whose

3-axis component in an internally rotating coordinate frame is

indicative of the population inversion) rotates according to

-= (t) x r where wi and w2 are transition rates and w3 = w.

Superradiant emission occurs when all emitters at some time, to,
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contribute coherently to a single giant dipole moment. Such an

approach is devoid of the other r multiplets; and features such I

as N different states having n+ = n. are not distinguished. .

Still, a fully inverted system is brought to superradiance

after a r/2 pulse at time to = w/(21wI), where w, = -2pE/h

and P is the transition dipole moment. The radiated power is

proportional to n2 . Details of the conditions for creating

such a superradiant state are given in Ref. 65.

In connecting the quantum and semi-classical approaches to

superradiant emission (Ref. 66), the maximum cooperation number

and cooperation times are addressed. For a rod geometry:

I(k') = Io(K')(n/4)(1 + n I<ei(k-k').x> 1 2) , (42)

where k' is chosen along the rod axis (Ref. 58). For emission

confined to a cone of aperture A = 47X 2A, the enhancement in P

emission rate is YD = YX2n/4A, where y is the spontaneous

emission rate. Clearly, decay rates for large n systems can be

very short. Non-independent decay is postulated to occur in

samples whose length 1 < c/2y -- all emitters are in the same .o..

radiation field before the decay process is completed.

In assessing this picture of superradiance, we note that the

theory of superradiance proposed by Dicke is heavily embedded in

the assumption of an underlying symmetry, from the viewpoint of

the field, of the collective emitter wave functions. Au

Two possibilities interest us:

" The theoretical extension of superradiant processes to

other than SU(2) pictures. That is, it would be inter-

esting to investigate coherent emissions in SU(N) sys- $

tems where competing (and non-commuting) SU(2) subgroups

enter, as this addresses multilevel effects, and closely .-

related;

* Coherent spontaneous interactions with other than the .

photon field. 0
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Both of these facets enter into unusual systems, such as

multilevel electromaqnetic systems (i.e., effects in parametric

oscillators) multi-dimensional systems; and emissions into boson !fields -- such as the case of the pi-meson.

_5

B. COHERENT PION EMISSIONThis proposed effect is of sufficient intere sts, ui-

oyinl a broader interpretation of suerradiant emission that oo

it is briefly summarized here in terms appropriate to the level .
of the discussion.on.

In the three-ouark baryon multiplets (Ref. 62 and 63) de-

picted in pio. 56 as SU(3)-sub roup weiht diarams (neglectin

other than up I down *2 or strange *3 quarks) we hiqhliaht
the appearance of nucleons (proton and neutron) and deltas

(A + + , A + , AO and A-). These are solely dependent on up and down
uark asb iven by their hihly simplified isospin-hypercharqe

wave functions:

A+ + = iii,

In th= he-ur baryon1,1,2u1tip2lets (Rf 6 nd6) e

A0  = / ( 1i 2 2+2*i 2 22 i)

n i. 56 as i222-su11),up- (it22m2iet)

Here, two sets of proton and neutron wavefunctions must be

coupled to spin and color derees of freedom for an overall

anti-symmetric wavefunction. Other additional flavors intro-

duce hiaher dimensional oroups. We take the hypercharae -
Y and the three-component of isospin 13 as ood quantum numbers

to form the two-dimensional planar weiqht diagram which is suf- -

ficient for our purposes.,,

Now note that the pi-meson appropriate to this particular

system encompasses quark anti-quark pairs solely involving up
and down quarks. The usual meson-baryon interaction (Ref. 55)
is written as Hin t 

= g J- + H.C., where g is a coupling
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constant; *, is the pi-meson field, and J the A - N lowering

operator. Clearly, the assumption of the two-level system now

follows the form of Dicke [in the SU(2) picture] and transitions

indicated in Fig. 56 can occur.

Consequently, the emission of coherent nions includes the

matrix element of the form <JM 1 J- 1J M+I> ; n/2 for maximum J

and minimum M. The strikina observation of coherent pion emis-

sion in heavy-ion collisons which populate the A-nuclear states

is a promising test of Dicke's theory. The important point is

that the quantum aspects of superradiant emission are the result

of collective behavior of particles with respect to a common

field.

C. CONCLUSIONS

The followinq conclusions are drawn:

1. Dicke superradiance may allow for coherent emission in

the meson field, that is -- directed particle emission;

2. The temperature-dependent effects in the Dicke super-

radiant theory are expected to differ from the semi-

classical theory;

3. The distinction and understandinq of the Dicke-super-

radiant mode is a critical item in our assessment of

the feasibility of a qamma-ray laser; and the heavy

ion collision results tend to reinforce distinctions

from usual laser (stimulated) processes.

The following are beinq investigated by the authors:

1. The study of the superradiator effect in n-level sys-

tems with possible results in multilevel electromaqne-

tic systems.

2. The less-relevant directed pi-meson beam and associated

decay products, which are also of interest.

In summary, recent results in heavy-ion reactions prompt

the reinvestiqation of superradiant effects which we have been
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explorinq. Superradiance is currently expected to play some role

in a successful qamma-ray laser concept.

-

0
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* X. THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT AND RECOIL IN GAMMA-RAY LASERS

In reviews of gamma-ray lasers (Ref. 2 and 3), there is a

great deal of discussion of the need for a M6ssbauer effect in

the host crystal to enable a nucleus to emit its gamma ray with

the full transition energy. The energy of the recoilless com-

ponent is sharply defined, having a radiation width comparable

to the natural Lorentz width. In discussing the stimulation of

emission of nuclear radiation, it is assumed that stimulation

will occur only under the same resonance condition as for ab-

sorption, i.e., with the stimulating radiation oriqinating from

a recoilless emission; also, only then will the natural radia-

tion width be approximated. This idea was disputed at the

IST/IDA Gamma-Ray Laser Workshop (see Ref. 2). It was shown

that if all the atoms in a sample of gas--atoms containing ex- %

cited nuclei of interest--could be brought to rest, stimulated

* emission could occur at an energy egual to the transition

energy reduced by the Doppler recoil. There was the additional

benefit that absorption would not occur because the recoil

energy is aenerally greater than the natural width of the S'

transition. It became clear that the M6ssbauer effect is im-

portant for the gamma-raV laser, not because zero recoil is

essential for stimulation, hut because the effect makes each

emitting nucleus appear to be at rest and to undergo the very

same recoil, which in this case happens to he zero. Further-

more, it reduces the Doppler width to a value close to the

natural width.

If lasing can be achieved under the condition that all the

atoms are at rest, it can also be achieved under the condition

that all atoms have identical velocities of arbitrary value.
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To verify this, merely transform from the laboratory frame to

one in which the atoms are at rest. Stimulation can then occur

in that frame and, therefore, also in the laboratory frame.

Whether there might be a more preferred velocity at which the

narrowest possible velocity distribution can be achieved is of

interest. One immediately thinks of the opposite end of the

velocity spectrum, the speed of light, c. In the case of acce-

lerating beams of relativistic particles, as more energy is

delivered to the particles, the velocity distribution is

sgueezed more tightly against the upper limit c. Assume that

a hiqhly relativistic beam of heavy nuclei is achieved with an

energy E and an energy spread AE; E is given by yMc 2 and AE by

(Ay)Mc 2 , where y = (1 - $2)- 1/2 and 8 = v/c. Assume also that

the transition of interest has an energy of about 50 keV and a

a lifetime of about 10-8 sec, i.e., a radiation width r of about

6 x 10-8 eV. To estimate a value for an acceptable velocity

spread, i.e., one which will enable us to achieve lasing, simply

eguate t ie Doppler broadening to the natural width. Thus,

D - Eo " , (43)

where 68" is the velocity spread (divided by c) in a reference

frame movinq with the beam of particles. Then

A - 6 x 10-8 . 10-12 . (44)

5 x 104

This corresponds to a velocity spread of about 0.03 cm/sec.

In the laboratory, 8 = (i -- /2. From this relationship,

* ~'.
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we easily obtain the result
-i

i y3 37 .

since by our assumption of a relativistic beam, 6 1. To qet

a relationship between A8" and A8, consider two nuclei in the

beam. In the laboratory frame, they are moving with velocities

vI and v 2. In a frame attached to particle 1, the laboratory

is movina wth a speed -vI , and particle 2 is movinq with a speed

- v2 + (-vl) 2 ( 6v2 y (v2 - vI ) (46)
v 2 x (-vI )

1+

,%
C22AV- v 2 ' -Vl" v2' - 72 "AV "'''

(since vj = 0 in the moving frame), or

A8,~ ..2A

orY

3 %

'Y

or A7 ,''-.
48 " -- ~( 47 ) .- :.

In the example above, AB- 10-12. Therefore, the energy S

spread in the beam must be one part in 1012 to achieve stimu-

lation in a hypothetical device.

What energies and resolutions are actually available? For ,%J

liqht nuclei, Van de Graaff accelerators can yield, at best, S
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resolutions of the order of =Y 10 - 5 with enerqies per nucleon

of about 5 MeV; these are distinctly non-relativisitic beams.

At Michigan State University, proton beams of about 15 MeV have

been produced with resolutions of about 10- 3 ; at Los Alamos

Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) 800 MeV protons, at an eneray

resolution of about 10- 4. For heavy nuclei ranaing from iron

to uranium, the Bevalac at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LRL)

has produced beams ranging from less than 1 GeV/nucleon to

about 2 GeV/nucleon. The upper limit is 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The

energy resolutions are of the order of 1/2 percent to 1 per-

cent.* In none of these cases do we approach the hiahly rel-

ativistic beams that we were seekinq.

We see that the accelerator, just as atomic coolina (dis-

cussed in Ref. 2), has not reached the level of technology that
can provide beams of excited nuclei with narrow velocity dis-

tributions adeauate for the needs of qamma-ray lasers. We %

therefore appear to be tied to usina Mossbauer crystals to

achieve our goals, at least for the foreseeable future.

*Private conversations with R. Bassel, J. Kidd, N. Seeman of

the Naval Research Laboratory and Sam Penner of the National

Bureau of Standards.
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APPENDIX

• SELECTIVE EXCITATION DOUBLE-mOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

M6ssbauer effect (ME) spectroscopy (Ref. A-1) is uniquely .

suited to the investigation of the dynamics of the interaction"

between nuclei, electrons, and external fields because of the
sensitivity of the spectra to the details of the hVperfine i

interactions. Consequently, ME spectroscopy is used to study

eiverse dynamic phenomena. Most ME experiments are performed

in the popular transmission geometry shown in Fig. A-1. This

technique, although relatively simple experimentally, produces

spectra that are often difficult to interpret, as for example

the results shown in Fig. A-2. Clearly, most of the lines ex-

pected theoretically, as indicated in the bar diagram at the

top of the figure, are not revealed in the experimental spectra. ,

The situation is even more complicated when one considers that

the relaxation effects which are assumed to be present in the
• sample tend to modify the line shape.

To investigate such complex dynamic phenomena, a more

selective and discriminating technique is required. For the

problem of interest we propose a new technique called Selective

Excitation Double Mbssbauer (SEDM), described in Ref. A-2. SEDM

allows a direct measurement of energy transfer in the solid,

obviatina the major problems with the transmission technique

and reveals more details of the process under investigation.

The procedure for obtaining an SEDM spectrum is discussed

in Ref. A-2. The physical arrangement is shown in Fig. A-3(a).

The characteristic feature of SEDM is that the differential

scattering cross section of the Mbssbauer isotope is measured

instead of the absorption cross section, as in transmission

experiments. Consequently, in the SEDM technique, two Doppler
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FIGURE A-1. Transmission Geometry. A typical setup for
M~ssbauer transmission experiments is shown in view a.
The enery spectrum of the ion-containinq sample is ob-.

tained by movinq the source at different velocities
(Doppler effect) and countinq the transmitted photons .
at each velocity. An example of a Mbssbauer transmission

J.

spectrum is shown in view b. This is a spectrum of
a-Fe203 at 300 K. From the number and position of the
dips we determine the internal maqnetic field, the-
-'lectric field gradient, and the isomer (or chemical)

shift. Prom these measurements we obtain information
ahout the valence state of the iron ion, the symmetry of -
its environment, the electronic charge density, and the
presence of different iron sites in the material. From .
the relative intensities and widths of the lines, infor-

mation is obtained about inhomoqeneous fields and the
dynamic behavior of the iron environment, such as elec-
tronic relaxation. View c shows the transitions aivina e
rise to the spectral lines in view b. %
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FIGURE A-2. Comparison of predicted absorption lines
and the 1.2 K hemoqlobin azide data. The breadth of the
observed absorption line is attributed to spin relaxation.
Adapted from Ref. A-3.

modulators are used to record the four recoilless events:

(1) emission of photon yI, by the 5 7Co source; (2) absorption

of the photon yI' by the 5 7Fe nucleus in the material under

investiqation; (3) subseauent reemission of another photon Y2

and; (4) its absorption by a 57 Fe nucleus in the single-line

analyzer. These processes are depicted in the enerqy level

diaaram in view C of Fig. A-3 and the resulting SEDM spectra

for two excitation enerqies are shown in view b of Fiq. A-3.
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FIGURE A-3. SEDM Geometr The SEDM experimental setup
is shown in view a. A i'Co source is attached to the
constant velocity drive (CVD). The source velocity
shifts the energy of the radiation emitted to correspond
with one of the resonances in the sample. A constant
acceleration drive (CAD) is used to scan the resonances
and measure the energy of the scattered radiation. View.[
b shows SEDM spectra obtained with 57Fe as the scatterer [

by exciting line number 6 (top) and line 5 (bottom). The.'
first excitation produces only one line in the SEDM ?

spectrum, but from the second excitation we obtain thetwo lines, one at the excitation energy, line 5, and the

other at line 3, as allowed by the selection rule for M1
radiation as shown in the energy diaram of view c. The
SEDM spectra, in aeneral, are simpler than transmission

spectra since only lines that are coupled to the excited
line by a selection rule or relaxation appear in the ,
spectrum.
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A comparison of the spectra shown in FiG. A-I and A-3

clearly indicates that the transmission spectrum is more com- -

plex because it exhibits all the resonances of the system while

the SEDM spectrum shows only lines coupled to the specific
%. "

resonance excited by the radiation from the source. This re-

veals precisely the advantaqe inherent in the SEDM technique

which stems from the possibility of separatinq and identifying

weak components of a resonance system. Such components could

be concealed by stronqer lines in a transmission spectrum.

Thus, SEDM may be used effectively to search for small admix- 0

tures of nuclear states, such as that due to an electric quad-

rupole interaction, to look for possible E2 transitions in the

nuclear radiation spectrum, or to unravel complex spectra con-

sistinq of several hyperfine patterns originating from ineouiva-

lent sites.

FiGure A-4 shows how this technique could be applied to

relaxation studies in a sample where two completely different

modes of relaxation may be present (view a, Mode A consists of

NMR transitions in the excited state and the other, Mode B is a -

nuclear enerqy modulation due to electronic spin flip. From

the transmission spectra shown in Fig. A-4(a) it is not only

difficult to separate out these processes but even to determine

the presence of relaxation. On the other hand, the SEDM spectra

shown in Fiq. A-4(b) clearly show a distinction between the two

modes. Thus, the presence of two modes of relaxation can be

identified and differentiated in the SEDM spectra.

The SEDM lineshape has been investiqated theoretically and

the technique has been applied to the study of various dynamic

phenomena (Ref. A-4). Most recently, it has been used to deter- .

mine electron spin dynamics in two classical paramaqnets (Ref. 0

A-5 and A-6). These studies forced a reinterpretation of the

relaxation processes in the two systems because of the new in-

formation obtained by the more selective and discriminating

SEDM technique.
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FIGURE A-4. Comparison of transmission, view a, and SEDM,

view b, spectra for different relaxation modes A and B.
The relaxation kinetics for the two modes are identified |]
in the stick diagram at the ton.
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